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Proposed Waiting and Loading Restrictions, Various Roads, Bourton-on-the-Water 
  
Traffic Regulation Order Title: 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL ON-STREET PARKING ORDER 2017 (VARIOUS 
ROADS, BOURTON-ON-THE-WATER, COTSWOLD DISTRICT) (VARIATION) ORDER 2019 
 
To be known as the ‘TRO’ throughout this document. 

 
Case Officer: Richard Cornwell, Assistant Engineer, TRO Team, Gloucestershire County Council 
 
Senior Case Officer: Hannah Bassett-Louis, TRO Manager, Gloucestershire County Council 

 
 
1.  Purpose of Report 
 

1.1 To provide background information on the TRO. 
 

1.2 To provide details of representations received to the proposed waiting and loading restrictions 
included in the TRO and Gloucestershire County Councils (GCC) responses. 

 
1.3 To make a recommendation to the Parking Manager on the way forward. 
 
2.  Recommendation 

 
2.1 That, for the reasons given in this report and after consideration of the representations made, 

Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) now makes the TRO permanent as originally 
advertised along with all modification locations that supersede the original advert, apart from: 

 

• Sherborne Street, near to Pockhill Lane, which will revert back to the original proposal 
that was formally advertised. 

• High Street, outside the funeral directors, where the No Waiting At Any Time 

restrictions in front of the funeral directors will be abandoned. 

• High Street, between the funeral directors and the access to The Glebe House, where 
the Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 9am – 6pm will be abandoned. 

 

Please see Appendix H for the final scheme plans to be made permanent. 
 
3. Background and Purpose of the Scheme 
 

3.1 It was originally proposed to revoke some existing waiting and loading restrictions and to 
introduce new waiting and loading restrictions and new on street parking places (blue badge 
holder bays and limited waiting bays) on various roads in Bourton-on-the-Water as follows. 

 

Introduction of new waiting and loading restrictions and on street parking places: 
 
No Waiting At Any Time 

Road Name Road Number Location 
Sherborne Street 400647 On sections of its length 
Springfield 405510 On sections of its length 
Clapton Row 400651 On sections of its length 
Victoria Street 400650 On sections of its length 
Lansdowne C140 On sections of its length 
Green Lake Close 405642 On sections of its length 
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High Street C140 On sections of its length 
Rectory Lane 400761 On sections of its length 
Moore Road 400522 On sections of its length 
Station Road C140 On sections of its length 
Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 
Roman Way 405532 On sections of its length 
Roman Way / Moors Lane 405532 / 703427 On sections of its length 
Bridge House Road / The Avenue 400830 On sections of its length 
Park Farm 405576 On sections of its length 
Springvale / Melville Estate 400566 On sections of its length 
Meadow Way 405541 On sections of its length 
Kings Meadow 405634 On sections of its length 
Bourton Industrial Park (Meadow 
Way / Bourton Link) 

405624 / 403244 On sections of its length 

Beddome Way 405648 On sections of its length 
Kingfisher Road 703563 On sections of its length 
Barnsley Way 407439 On sections of its length 
Marshmouth Lane 400652 On sections of its length 
Nethercote Drive 405528 On sections of its length 
Rye Close 407020 On sections of its length 
Hilcote Drive 405503 On sections of its length 
Gorse Close 405531 On sections of its length 
Gorse Meadow 405504 On sections of its length 
Dikler Close 405554 On sections of its length 
Rye Crescent 405569 On sections of its length 
 
No Waiting 9am-6pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 
Letch Hill Drive 405509 On sections of its length 
Lansdowne C140 On sections of its length 
High Street C140 On sections of its length 
Station Road C140 On sections of its length 
Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 
 
No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time 

Road Name Road Number Location 
High Street C140 On sections of its length from around its junction with 

Sherborne Street to its junction with Rissington Road 
Station Road C140 On sections of its length around its junction with High 

Street and Rissington Road 
 
No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 
High Street C140 On sections of its length between its junctions with 

Sherborne Street and Rissington Road 
 
Limited Waiting 90 Mins No Return 2 Hrs 9am-6pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 
Victoria Street 400650 On a section of its length 
High Street C140 On sections of its length 
 
Disabled Badge Holders Only 3 Hours No Return 3 Hours 

Road Name Road Number Location 
High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 

Please see Appendix A for the corresponding plans which show the type, location and extents of 
the original proposed restrictions which were advertised. Please see Appendix E for the full intend 
to notice which also includes all revocations.  
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3.2 New waiting and loading restrictions are being proposed on sections of various roads within 
Bourton-on-the-Water as a result of requests by Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council (the ‘Parish 
Council’) to address parking issues raised by local residents and businesses. GCC has worked 

closely with the Parish Council to come up with the best proposals for the village, with the overall 
aims being to improve safety for vehicles and pedestrians, maintain traffic flow and to improve 
access to local amenities to visitors and blue badge holders. Some of these restrictions will 
replace current seasonal waiting restrictions, which are no longer suitable due to parking now 

causing congestion throughout the year at some locations, rather than just in the summer season 
because of a significant increase in visitors to the village all year around. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting and loading bans aim to address the issues that parked vehicles 

can cause. These include: 
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues around junctions and accesses;- 

• Obstructions to traffic flow along roads;- 

• Obstructions to pedestrian crossing points. 
 
 The proposals for the relocation of Disabled Badge Holder and Limited Waiting parking is to 

provide dedicated disabled badge holder parking in locations near to amenities such as the public 
toilets and the post office. As this is just the relocation of bays, the overall number of Disabled 
Badge Holder Only parking bays in the village centre will remain the same. 
 

4. Law and Policy 
 

4.1 The Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 sets out the legal basis for making TROs. The specific 
grounds which GCC are using for the implementation of the proposed waiting and loading 
restrictions and on street parking places are the following sections of the Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984: 

 
• Section 1 (a) for avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other such 

road or for preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising. 
• Section 1 (c) for facilitating the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic 

(including pedestrians). 
• Section 1 (f) for preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the road 

runs. 
 

4.2 Thorough consideration has been given to the factors set out in Section 122 of the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 in proposing this TRO. This requires the local authority to secure 
the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of traffic (including pedestrians). In carrying 
out this exercise GCC must have regard to the:  

 
a) Desirability of securing and maintaining reasonable access to premises. 
b) The effect on the amenities of any locality effected and (without prejudice to the 

generality of this paragraph) the importance of regulating and restricting the use of 

roads by heavy commercial vehicles, so as to preserve or improve the amenities of the 
areas through which the road(s) run. 

c) The strategy prepared under Section 80 of the Environment Act 1995 (the national air 
quality strategy). 

d) The importance of facilitating the passage of public service vehicles and of securing 
the safety and convenience of persons using or desiring to use such vehicles. 

e) Any other matters appearing to the local authority to be relevant 
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4.3 Any restriction changes are made in accordance with the Local Authorities Traffic Order 

(Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996.  Under this procedure authorities are 

expected to consult local community groups and the Police together with other organisations 

listed where appropriate such as the other emergency services and transport operators. 

  
4.4 GCC is required to advertise a notice in the local newspaper of its intention to make a TRO.  

All relevant documents, including the draft TRO and consultation plans, are placed on deposit 
for public inspection at accessible locations.  A minimum of a 21 day period for representations 

of support or objection to be submitted is given. After this consultation GCC has to consider 
any representations received and having done so, to either: 

 
a) Resolve to make a TRO in the form originally intended and advertised; or- 

b) Modify the TRO proposals, ensuring that any substantial modifications are re-consulted on 
accordingly; or 
c) Abandon the TRO proposal in part or altogether. 

 

4.5 Traffic Authorities have the flexibility to implement waiting and loading restrictions and parking 
places that are appropriate for an individual road, reflecting safety and road user needs whilst 
taking into account all local considerations. 

 

5.   Collision Data 
 
5.1 Records of injury collisions in the vicinity of where waiting and loading restrictions and parking 

places are proposed, covering the years 2017, 2018 and 2019, are as follows: 

 

• Slight: 1 

• Serious: 3 

• Fatal: 0 

 
Detailed collision reports and a collision plot plan can be found in Appendix B. 

 
6.   Informal consultation 

 
6.1 The local community were invited to public exhibitions, via letter (Appendix C) and local Parish 

Council information, to view initial TRO proposals (Appendix D) and make any comments they 
wished to. These exhibitions were held as follows: 

 
Date Day Time Location 

18th March 2019 Monday 7pm – 9pm The George Moore Community Centre, 
Moore Road, Bourton-on-the-Water 

21st March 2019 Thursday 7pm – 9pm The George Moore Community Centre, 
Moore Road, Bourton-on-the-Water 

 

 Members of the Parish Council and GCC officers were at the exhibitions to help answer any 

questions regarding the proposals which were on show. 

 

 It was recommended people attended the exhibitions if possible, but would have the 

opportunity to view the proposals on the GCC website and comment following the exhibition. 
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 People were informed on the letter that their comments would be used to produce the 

proposals which would be formally advertised, of which they would then be able to formally 

comment on.  

 

 As per information and details provided on comment forms, the GCC website and Parish 

Council information, people were given 21 days from the exhibition on the 21st March 2019 to 

submit their comments. Therefore, the informal consultation was carried out between 21st 

March 2019 and 14th April 2019.  

 

6.2 The key comments that were received from the informal consultation with the local community, 

along with GCCs responses are outlined in the following table; 

Road Key comments received GCC comments 

Meadow Way Parking issues outside play barn will just be 
pushed on to other side of road if parking 
relocated there. 

Current parking takes place on 
the inside of the bend and 
around the car park access, 
causing significant visibility and 
obstruction issues for road users 
and pedestrians. Relocating to 
the outside of the bend will 
greatly improve road safety. 

Meadow Way People will start parking in adjoining roads 
causing problems for residents – can residents 
only signs be installed? 

This is not an option on adopted 
roads. 

Meadow Way All parking should be removed along Meadow 
Way between the Fosse Way and the mini 
roundabout as it obstructs traffic flow and 
blocks visibility for pedestrians and road users 
using junctions and crossing the road. (signed 
by 19 properties of Beddome Way). 

A balance needs to be met in 
addressing road safety and 
traffic flow issues and allowing 
parking where it is safe and 
appropriate to meet parking 
demands.  

Meadow Way Parking shouldn’t be removed around 
clubhouse as parents will struggle to find 
somewhere to park. 

Current parking practices cause 
visibility and obstruction issues 
which need to be addressed. 
Parking around and near to the 
play barn will still be possible, 
but in safer and more 
appropriate locations. 

Industrial Estate / 
Bourton Link 

Parking restrictions will cause problems for 
workers and users of businesses in the estate, 
parking not a problem at present. 

The Parish Council, local 
Councillor and many businesses 
and residents had raised parking 
issues in the area. Only parking 
which is currently taking place in 
unsafe or obstructive locations 
and should not be taking place is 
being proposed to be removed. 

Industrial Estate / 
Bourton Link 

Parking restrictions will just push workers in to 
using residential areas to park. 

The Parish Council, local 
Councillor and many businesses 
and residents had raised parking 
issues in the area. Only parking 
which is currently taking place in 
unsafe or obstructive locations 
and should not be taking place is 
being proposed to be removed. 
If any parking issues arise in 
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other areas, then these can be 
investigated and assessed. 

Kingfisher Road Extend DYLs along Kingfisher Road up to first 
properties. 

Added to proposals. 

Kings Meadow Concern that people will start parking on this 
road with the new restrictions. 

If any serious parking issues 
arise, then these can be 
investigated and assessed. 

Barnsley Way Concern about workers parking in Barnsley 
Way if lots of current parking on the estate is 
removed. 

If any serious parking issues 
arise, then these can be 
investigated and assessed. 

Roman Way DYLs needed on Roman Way around Moore 
Lane junction and bend as parking blocks 
driveways and the footway and causes visibility 
issues both when exiting driveways and when 
driving around the bend. 

Added to proposals. 

Station Road DYLs needed around all cul-de-sacs off of 
Station Road. 

All junctions along Station Road 
are covered by the proposal. 

Station Road Lower Station Road – Extend DYLs across 
front of computer repair shop to preventing 
vehicles from loading / unloading in front of 
driveways and blocking access. Large vehicles 
parking in bay also obstruct visibility when 
exiting driveways. 

Added to proposals. 

Station Road Parking should be removed between the school 
entrance and the junction with The Avenue due 
to the issues it causes with visibility and how it 
prevents a waiting area if cars are travelling out 
of The Avenue. 

The proposals will ensure the 
junction is kept clear and 
vehicles can safely use this 
junction. Some parking is to 
remain where it is safe and 
appropriate. 

Springvale DYLs need to be extended up to driveway of 
No. 2. 

Added to proposals. 

Lansdowne DYLs needed opposite hairdressers to prevent 
parking on both sides of the road. 

Added to proposals. 

Lansdowne SYL all along south and DYL all along north. This simplified approach does 
not take in to consideration what 
is safe and appropriate for each 
part of the road. 

Lansdowne More parking should be retained along road so 
it can be used by residents and their visitors 
and to ensure low vehicle speeds. 

New un-restricted parking is 
being introduced where it is safe 
and appropriate and many 
opportunities for overnight 
parking are being retained. 
Parking is only being removed 
where it currently causes road 
safety or obstruction issues. The 
road is subject to a 20mph 
speed limit. 

Lansdowne DYLs needed all along road. A balance needs to be found 
between addressing issues 
caused by parking and providing 
parking where it is safe and 
appropriate to meet demand. 

Lansdowne Limited Waiting 2 Hours, No Return 2 Hours 
8am-4pm needed in parking area outside hair 
studio. 

The hairdressers should greatly 
benefit from new un-restricted 
parking outside and near the 
business (replacing current day 
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time seasonal restrictions). 
There will also continue to be 
parking opportunities a short 
walk from the hairdressers. 

Lansdowne Parking outside Greenstede is not required and 
will create a dangerous situation as visibility will 
be limited of on-coming vehicles when leaving 
access and vice versa. 

Subsequently removed from 
proposals following identification 
of further traffic flow obstruction 
issues. 

High Street Concern about loss of parking near shops - as 
much parking as possible needs to be 
retained/provided near the shops for short visits 
to use the shops and pharmacy. 

As much parking as is safe and 
appropriate is being retained. 
Some new parking opportunities 
for all are being created closer to 
the shops. 

High Street Disabled Badge Holder parking should remain 
as it is. 

The number of disabled parking 
spaces is not being reduced 
overall, but some are being re-
distributed to provide disabled 
parking in more useful locations 
such as near the toilets and 
other amenities. 

High Street More disabled badge holder parking needed by 
toilets/Edinburgh Woollen Mill. 

Added to proposals. 

High Street Time limit needed on disabled badge holder 
only spaces to allow better toilet access 
opportunities for the disabled and more 
opportunities for the disabled to access shops. 

Added to proposals. 

High Street To improve opportunities to access shops 
limited waiting should be reduced from 1.5 
hours to 45 or 30 mins. 

With a lot of available parking 
on-street and in car parks near 
to shops it is not felt there is a 
need at present to change the 
current limited waiting times. It is 
also not an issue that has been 
raised by the shops. 

High Street Motorcycle parking needs to be moved and 
space increased – currently bikes overspill 
obstructing accesses and Rectory Lane and on 
to the footway. 

DYLs around junctions and 
accesses are being added to the 
proposals to enable 
enforcement. Motorcycles are 
not restricted to parking only in 
motorcycle parking areas and so 
have many available parking 
opportunities. 

High Street Something needs to be done to prevent parking 
at the High Street / Station Road / Rissington 
Road junction as it obstructs visibility when 
using the junction, creates congestion and 
obstructs the footway. 

Loading restrictions 
subsequently added to the 
proposals following further 
discussions with the Parish 
Council. See Modification Order 
information. 

Sherborne Street DYLs will help prevent parking which currently 
pushes walkers in to having to walk along the 
carriageway. 

Noted. 

Sherborne Street Loading restrictions required to prevent 
disabled badge holders, minibuses, delivery 
vehicles etc from parking on DYLs in the 
Northern part of Sherborne Street. 

Loading restrictions 
subsequently added to the 
proposals following further 
discussions with the Parish 
Council. See Modification Order 
information. 
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Springfield SYLs needed throughout rest of road. It is not felt that further 
restrictions are currently 
required and there has not been 
calls for further restrictions from 
other residents. 

Springfield DYLs not needed around junction outside 
Leasows and will result in a loss of parking. 

Parking should not currently be 
taking place on this junction as 
per the highway code. 

Baines Close Restrictions needed to prevent visitors parking 
and causing obstruction and visibility issues. 

It is not felt that further 
restrictions are currently 
required and there has not been 
calls for further restrictions from 
other residents. 

Victoria Street Loading restrictions needed over bridge and up 
to Clapton Row to prevent disabled badge 
holders parking on DYLs causing obstruction 
and visibility issues. 

Loading restrictions 
subsequently added to the 
proposals where appropriate 
following further discussions with 
the Parish Council. See 
Modification Order information. 

Victoria Street Disabled badge holder only parking by hall will 
cause problems for people wanting to 
load/unload to/from hall and shops and 
businesses. 

Removed from proposals. 

Clapton Row DYLs should greatly help deal with obstruction 
issues from current parking. 

Noted. 

Clapton Row Concern that disabled badge holders can still 
park on DYLs. 

They can not park on DYLs 
where it causes a safety or 
obstruction issue and if they do 
so they can be ticketed. 

Clapton Row H markings required across gate accesses in 
un-restricted sections. 

H markings currently already 
exist in many locations on 
Clapton Row and can be 
requested at any time without 
needing to go through a TRO 
process. 

Gorse Close DYLs required around the bend. Added to proposals. 
Nethercote Drive Further DYLs required. Added to proposals where 

appropriate. 

Rye Close More restrictions needed further up road 
(particularly around junctions) due to 
inconsiderate, obstructive and dangerous 
parking by tourists. 

Added to the proposals. 

Letch Hill Drive SYL times should remain at 11am – 5pm. 9am – 6pm no waiting 
restrictions are being proposed 
throughout the village for a 
consistent approach. 

Letch Hill Drive DYLS should be extended further. It is not felt that further DYLS are 
currently required, particularly in 
consideration of the proposed 
9am-6pm no waiting restrictions. 

General More Disabled Badge Holder Only parking 
required in the village centre. 

Some disabled parking is 
proposed to be re-distributed to 
be in a wider range of useful 
locations. Disabled badge 
holders can also park in any of 
the many on-street and car park 
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parking spaces and are not only 
limited to dedicated disabled 
parking spaces. 

General SYLs should be different times The timings chosen will prevent 
unsafe or obstructive parking 
during the day, whilst still 
allowing evening, overnight and 
early morning parking 
opportunities when traffic 
volumes are much lower. 
Parking opportunities during 
these times can be found in 
many locations nearby. 

General Residents only parking needed around village. This is being investigated and 
assessed for a future proposal. 

General Proposed restrictions will just push parking in to 
residential streets. 

The Parish Council, local 
Councillor and many businesses 
and residents had raised parking 
issues in the area which they 
wanted addressed. Only parking 
which is currently taking place in 
unsafe or obstructive locations 
and should not be taking place is 
being proposed to be removed. 
If any parking issues arise in 
other areas, then these can be 
investigated and assessed. 

General Limited parking opportunities for workers in the 
village is causing issues. 

There are many parking 
opportunities throughout the 
area and the proposals are only 
removing parking where it 
causes safety or obstruction 
issues and should not currently 
be taking place. 

General DYLs not needed, just SYLs to allow overnight 
parking. 

DYLs are proposed where 
parking causes safety or 
obstruction issues at all times 
and should not be taking place. 

General Overnight lorry parking in and around the 
industrial estate is an increasing issue. 

The proposal should help reduce 
some of the issues around this. 

General Proposals are unnecessary and a waste of 
valuable funds which should be used for road 
maintenance. 

The Parish Council, local 
Councillor and many businesses 
and residents had raised parking 
issues in the area which they 
wanted addressed. Road 
maintenance comes from 
different funding and continues 
where required. 

  
6.3 Following consideration of the comments received and discussions with the Parish Council, 

updates as mentioned above were made to the proposals ahead of statutory consultation. 
Please see Appendix A for the updated proposal plans. 
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7. Statutory consultation 
 
7.1 Formal statutory consultation of the updated proposals (Appendix A) was carried out in 

accordance with The Local Authorities' Traffic Orders (Procedure) (England and Wales) 
Regulations 1996, from the 4th July 2019 to the 26th July 2019.  

 
These formal statutory consultations included consultation with the following: 

 
Statutory consultees 

• Police (Gloucestershire Constabulary) 

• Ambulance service (Southwest Ambulance Service) 

• Fire service (Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service) 

• Road Haulage Association 

• Freight Transport Association 

 
Council related consultees 

• County Councillor Paul Hodgkinson 

• Cotswold District Council 

• Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council 
 

Gloucestershire County Council standard TRO consultees 

• Stagecoach West 

• Swanbrook Coaches 

• GCC Integrated Transport Unit 

• GCC Highway Records 

• GCC Parking Team 

• GCC Local Highways Manager  

• GCC Highways Development Management 
 
7.2 No responses were received from the statutory consultees / GCC standard consultees other 

than Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council who re-iterated their support for the proposals. The 
Parish Council requested the waiting and loading restrictions and have worked closely with 
GCC on producing and progressing the proposals. Please see Appendix I for a record of 
discussions with the Parish Council regarding the proposals. 

 
8. Formal advertising 
 
8.1 Comments received from the informal consultation and initial statutory consultation were duly 

considered in order to develop and produce the scheme design for formal advertising and 
public consultation. Please see Appendix A for the proposal plans which were formally 
advertised. 

 

8.2 Formal advertising of the proposals was carried out from the 7th November 2019 to the 29th 
November 2019. This consisted of a notice published in the Wilts & Gloucestershire Standard 
newspaper, at locations on site throughout Bourton-on-the-Water and on GCC’s website. 
Please see Appendix E for a copy of the formal notice of intention, Statement of Reasons, 

Draft TRO and Due Regard Statement. 
 
8.3 Twenty Seven formal representations were received regarding the proposals. The following 

table shows a representee reference (Rep. Ref.), the roads(s) they are commenting on, a 

summary of their comments, GCC’s response to their comments and the representee’s final 
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confirmation on whether they are supporting or upholding their objection. Representees 
objecting were given a period in which to respond to GCC’s comments and informed that if no 
response was received by the specified date, it would be recorded that they did not respond to 

uphold their objection. 
 
Rep. 
Ref. 

Road(s) 
regarding 

Comments summary & GCC response Obj. / Sup 
(final) 

OA All Comment 
Can be hard to find parking the village and in car parks in the 
summer. If further restrictions are to be introduced and longer term 
parking also reduced, can this be done with some thought to 
alternative provision for people that work in the village providing 
essential services. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
There are currently no plans to consider resident and business 
permit parking in the village this year. However, it is something that 
the County Council may begin to investigate next year. I would 
recommend you contact Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council and 
your local County Councillor with your requests, to enable them to 
best understand what the local community would like to see 
introduced in the future regarding parking. 

OB Clapton Way Comment 
DYLs will prevent parking on the gravel areas outside The Meeting 
Room and Weavers Cottage as vehicles will overhang on to DYLS. 
Never been a problem of people parking in front of gravel area and 
DYLS are unnecessary and will prevent the usage of the gravel 
area for parking. DYLs should stop at boundary of The Meeting 
Room and start again in front of Lucy's Cottage. 

Support 

GCC response 
We will be removing the No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow 
line) restrictions from outside your property (the Meeting Room) on 
the proposals taken forward, as per the attached plan. 

OC Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to industrial estate DYLs - reduces parking for employees 
too much. Likely result will be people parking in residential areas. 

Object 

GCC response 
Your concerns around loss of parking in and around the industrial 
estate are understood, but the proposals have been designed to 
either; 
1) Prevent parking where it is currently causing obstruction or 
visibility issues. Local residents and businesses have raised issues 
regarding parked vehicles causing visibility and obstruction issues 
for both vehicles and pedestrians at or near junctions. Please 
remember that you should not park within 10 metres of a junction 
as per the highway code.  
2) Prevent parking where it will cause obstruction and visibility 
issues when the new extended estate junctions open. You will note 
that works on the extended estate have now begun. 
 
Although you have requested the proposed waiting restrictions to 
be reduced, others living and working in the area have asked for 
more to be introduced. A balance has been sought where as much 
parking can be retained for all to use, but obstruction and visibility 
issues are addressed. With the estate being extended it is worth 
considering that this should lead to further parking opportunities on 
the new estate roads. 

OD Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to DYLs around Pulhams entrance as reduces parking for 
employees and will lead to parking issues elsewhere in the village. 

No 
confirmation 

received 
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GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 

OE Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to DYLs around industrial estate as reduces parking for 
employees and will lead to parking issues elsewhere in the village. 
DYLs will spoil the look of the area. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 

OF Industrial Estate Comment 
Signed by 48 employees - Object to industrial estate DYLs - 
reduces parking for employees too much. Likely result will be 
people parking in residential areas. 

Object 

GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 

OG Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to DYLs around industrial estate as reduces parking for 
employees and with poor public transport links people will not be 
able to work there. 

Object 

GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 

OH Industrial Estate Comment 
The proposed DYLs are too extensive and will push people in to 
parking in less appropriate areas or effect customer levels for 
businesses such as the Cotswold Clubhouse. DYLs should be kept 
minimal around junctions only. Land should be used to create 
more estate parking for businesses. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 

OI Industrial Estate Comment 
Further DYLs are required to ensure all junctions on the industrial 
estate and Meadow Way are kept clear around and opposite them. 
The north of the estate will be expanded from March 2020 and so 
all these current hammerheads need to be kept clear also. Plan 
supplied with requests. 

Object 

GCC response 
We have received a lot of objections to the reduction in parking 
opportunities the proposals will bring and so it is our intention for 
the proposals to largely remain as they are, with just some 
revisions on Meadow Way (please see attached plans). These 
changes meet some of your requests. 
 
We understand your concerns around other junctions, but feel that 
at present we need to balance the needs of all and address the 
major issues whilst retaining as much parking as is safe and 
possible. Once the extended estate is complete we can of course 
revisit the area having benefited from a period of being able to 
assess its effects fully. 

OJ Industrial Estate Comment 
Object strongly to waiting restrictions in the industrial estate. There 
is not currently a problem and there will be no where for 
employees and customers of businesses to park. 

Object 

GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. C – H. 
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OK Lansdowne Comment 
Object to allowing parking outside their property - not required for 
residents, causes visibility issues when exiting driveway and for 
vehciles travelling along road, not needed for traffic calming/speed 
reduction and 20mph already in place. Sometimes large vehicles 
have to mount the verge when they pass and this could be more of 
an issue with any parked cars. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and request to remove the un-
restricted section from outside your property, we are going to 
propose that the un-restricted parking section outside your 
property is removed from the proposals and replaced with a No 
Waiting 9am – 6pm restriction, as per the surrounding restrictions. 

OL Lansdowne Comment 
No enforcement currently so what difference would DYLs make 
over current SYLs. Current signage poor and needs improving. 
DYLs will target residents and their visitors adversely and impede 
our freedoms. 

Object 

GCC response 
You mention you feel that more enforcement is needed as a main 
issue. I understand from the Parking Manager that they are looking 
to introduce an increased level of parking enforcement in the 
village this year. 
 
You also mention that you feel improved parking restriction 
signage is required. I will ensure that should the new restrictions 
be introduced that the signage meets criteria and guidance for 
effective signage. The new restrictions would also provide a more 
easily understandable restriction, which may help in people better 
understanding that they shouldn’t park there. 

OM Lansdowne Comment 
The proposals remove too much parking with some streets going 
from no restrictions to no parking. This will impact residents and 
their visitors. The SYL and seasonal restrictions works well on 
Lansdowne, allowing somewhere for visitors to park when many 
residents have limited or no parking. Irresponsible parking and 
increase in traffic along Lansdowne are the real problems. 

Object 

GCC response 
We can understand your concerns regarding loss of parking in the 
winter months, but these proposals have come about following 
requests from other residents and businesses and from the Parish 
Council to address paring issues throughout the year. Where 
suitable and appropriate we have introduced some new un-
restricted parking sections on Lansdowne, which replace existing 
restricted sections and will be available all year. These sections 
are located just to the East and West of your property and should 
be of great benefit for you and your visitors. 

ON Lansdowne Comment 
The proposals will mean that we have no parking for our property 
(Robins Nest). Can a small section be left outside our property to 
allow us parking. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
We have considered your request for a section of un-restricted 
parking to be introduced outside your property, but unfortunately it 
is not something we feel we can introduce without it contributing to 
obstruction and congestion issues on this section of Lansdowne. 
The proposals do include new sections of un-restricted parking 
(replacing current seasonal restrictions) located just to the East 
and West of your property. These new sections of un-restricted 
parking should greatly assist in you being able to park at all times, 
all year, near to your property. 
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OO Lansdowne & 
Moore Road 

Comment 
Object due to loss of parking for people using the school and for 
residents and their visitors. Residents only parking scheme 
needed. Parked cars help traffic calming and so reducing the 
amount of parked cars is likely to increase vehicle speeds. 
Removing the ability to park in the winter when people are less 
likely to cycle / walk to school would not help anyone. 

Object 

GCC response 
The proposals have come about from both the Parish Council and 
residents requests to address obstructive and unsafe parking 
along the roads. The proposals have been well received with only 
minimal objection and some residents actually requesting further 
restrictions. Parents would still be able to park on the single yellow 
lines up until 9am to drop off children in the morning. 
Loading/unloading is permitted on single and double yellow lines at 
all times, unless a loading restriction is also in place. This would 
mean that cars and buses can still stop on them to collect / drop off 
children if stopped in a safe and suitable location. They would 
however not be able to leave their car unattended. 
 
As mentioned above, the proposals have come about from the 
requests of many residents. A residents only parking scheme is not 
currently being considered for this year, but I understand it is 
something the County Council may be investigating next year. 
Enforcement of waiting restrictions in the village would increase as 
a result of the addition of these new proposed restrictions. 
 
As much parking has been retained as has been deemed safe and 
suitable, with some new all year un-restricted parking sections 
included in the proposals on Lansdowne. If you wish to discuss 
being considered for a school safety zone, please do let me know 
and I will get the Local Highway Manager to contact you to discuss 
this further. 
 
As mentioned above, buses and coaches can collect and drop off 
on double and single yellow lines. 
 
There will still be plenty of un-restricted parking available in the 
village for staff to park. Some of this parking may be a slightly 
longer walk than staff currently have in the winter, but no longer 
than they currently have to walk during the summer months. As 
mentioned, we are only proposing to remove parking where it has 
been deemed to be causing an obstruction or road safety issue. 

OP Meadow Way Comment 
Object to allowing parking between Beddome Way and Barnsley 
Way as it’s a busy road with blind bends and lorries overtaking 
parked cars causes near misses with on-coming traffic. Parking 
should be on the quieter northern part of the industrial estate. 
Lorries will also park on Meadow Way overnight with engines 
running near properties. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and others received, we have 
revised the proposals to move the parking areas to the North/East 
side of Meadow Way, with No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) to be introduced on West/South side of the 
road. Please see the attached plans showing these revised 
proposals. This should improve visibility at the Beddome Way and 
Barnsley Way junctions and will move parked vehicles further 
away from residential properties. 
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OQ Meadow Way Comment 
Object to proposals to allow parking between Beddome Way and 
Barnsley Way - would like to see DYLs on this section. If parking is 
restricted elsewhere then this section will become full of parked 
cars causing safety and obstruction issues for vehicles 
entering/exiting our premises and for Hacklings lorries. 
Alternatively SYLs of 8am-6pm Mon-Fri could be an option. 

Object 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and others received, we have 
revised the proposals to move the parking areas to the North/East 
side of Meadow Way, with No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) to be introduced on West/South side of the 
road. Please see the attached plans showing these revised 
proposals. This should improve manoeuvrability space for large 
vehicles entering and exiting your premises and improve visibility 
at the Beddome Way and Barnsley Way junctions as per residents 
requests. Although parked vehicles will now be located on the 
same side of the road as your accesses, we feel that visibility will 
be sufficient for vehicles exiting your premises. 

OR Meadow Way Comment 
DYLs needed on residential side of Meadow Way rather than 
industrial side, or DYLs on residential side extended further from 
Beddome Way junction. There are visibility issues at this junction 
when cars are parked by it. Does the proposed DYLs meet visibility 
splay requirements for this junction? HGVs park by the houses 
overnight with engines running. With new businesses opening on 
the estate with minimal parking available where are people going 
to park? Unhappy about Roman Way new estate adding to traffic 
and noise and air pollution. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and others received, we have 
revised the proposals to move the parking areas to the North/East 
side of Meadow Way, with No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) to be introduced on West/South side of the 
road. Please see the attached plans showing these revised 
proposals. This should improve visibility at the Beddome Way and 
Barnsley Way junctions and will move parked vehicles further 
away from residential properties. 

OS Meadow Way / 
Beddome Way 

Comment 
Visibility issue for cars exiting Beddome Way if parking allowed on 
the outside of the bend along Meadow Way. Cars will have to pull 
out of Beddome Way around parked cars and on to the wrong side 
of the road. Deterrents needed on Meadow Way to get large 
vehicles to use the north route in to the industrial estate. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and others received we have 
revised the proposals to move the parking areas to the North/East 
side of Meadow Way, with No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) to be introduced on West/South side of the 
road. Please see the attached plan showing these revised 
proposals. 

OT Nethercote 
Drive 

Comment 
Allowing parking in the turning head causes an obstruction to me 
entering / exiting my drive which joins the turning head and for 
delivery vehicles trying to stop and manoeuvre. DYLs around all of 
turning head needed. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and request to remove the un-
restricted parking section from outside your property, we are going 
to propose that the un-restricted parking section outside your 
property is removed from the proposals and replaced with a No 
Waiting At Any Time (double yellow line) restriction, as per the 
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surrounding restrictions. I have attached a plan showing this 
revised proposal. 

OU Nethercote 
Drive 

Comment 
Allowing parking in the turning head causes an obstruction to me 
entering / exiting my drive which joins the turning head and for 
delivery vehicles trying to stop and manoeuvre. DYLs around all of 
turning head needed. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and request to remove the un-
restricted parking section from outside your property, we are going 
to propose that the un-restricted parking section outside your 
property is removed from the proposals and replaced with a No 
Waiting At Any Time (double yellow line) restriction, as per the 
surrounding restrictions. I have attached a plan showing this 
revised proposal. 

OV Road from 
Rissington Rd to 

Ford 

Comment 
DYLs needed on west side of road leading from Rissington Road 
to the Ford. Keep Clear by ford is ignored. New dropped kerb 
needed. 

Support 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and request to add additional 
No Waiting At Any Time restrictions (double yellow lines) along the 
East side of the road, we are going to propose that the un-
restricted parking along the East side of the road is replaced with a 
No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow line) restriction. I have 
attached a plan showing this revised proposal. 

OW Roman Way / 
Moor Lane 

Comment 
Roman Way should be residents parking only area as currently 
visitors to B-o-t-W and minibuses park there inconsiderately 
causing obstruction issues. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
There are currently no plans to introduce residents parking zones 
in Bourton-on-the-Water, and it would not be something that could 
be added in to this scheme. However, I understand that residents 
parking and pay and display schemes in Bourton-on-the-Water 
may be given consideration in the future beyond 2020. At this time 
it may be best to direct your requests regarding this to Bourton-on-
the-Water Parish Council and your local County Councillor to 
enable them to understand what residents want for the future. 
 
If you are having issues of people obstructing your access you 
may wish to apply for a white keep clear ‘H’ marking. This can be 
done using the form available on the webpage (link provided). 

OX Station Road Comment 
Removing parking in the industrial park will prevent us and our 
customers from being able to park to access the business. 
Reducing parking throughout the village will put people off coming 
here and have a negative effect on businesses. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
Your concerns around loss of parking in and around the industrial 
estate are understood, but the proposals have been designed to 
either; 
1) Prevent parking where it is currently causing obstruction or 
visibility issues. Local residents and businesses have raised issues 
regarding parked vehicles causing visibility and obstruction issues 
for both vehicles and pedestrians at or near junctions. Please 
remember that you should not park within 10 metres of a junction 
as per the highway code.  
2) Prevent parking where it will cause obstruction and visibility 
issues when the new extended estate junctions open. You will note 
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that works on the extended estate have now begun. 
 
Although you have requested the proposed waiting restrictions to 
be reduced, others living and working in the area have asked for 
more to be introduced. A balance has been sought where as much 
parking can be retained for all to use, but obstruction and visibility 
issues are addressed. With the estate being extended it is worth 
considering that this should lead to further parking opportunities on 
the new estate roads. 

OY The Furrows Comment 
Support proposals but DYLs also needed in The Furrows, due to 
blind bends and dangerous corners where cars park. 

No 
confirmation 

received 
GCC response 
Your support for the proposals is gratefully received and will be 
used in the decision making process. 
 
Unfortunately we are unable to include a new assessment for 
waiting restrictions along with a new public consultation and formal 
advertising for the Furrows estate as part of this scheme. However, 
I have added your request to our waiting restrictions request list for 
future consideration. I would recommend you contact your County 
Councillor and Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council with your 
request for the Furrows to be assessed for waiting restrictions in 
the future also. 

OZ Village wide Comment 
We don't have any off-street parking and further restrictions in the 
area and village will make it very hard to park anywhere near our 
property. Will consideration be given to some residents only 
parking? 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
Although there are no plans to consider residents parking in the 
village this year, it is something that the County Council may begin 
to investigate next year. I would recommend you contact Bourton-
on-the-Water Parish Council and your local County Councillor with 
your request, to enable them to best understand what the local 
community would like to see introduced in the future regarding 
parking. 

OAB Village wide Comment 
Current restrictions work well and generally parking is not an issue. 
Council restriction on when private parking areas can be used is 
ridiculous. If the parking was available it would alleviate the 
problem. Not fair locals are penalised just because of tourists. 

No 
confirmation 

received 

GCC response 
We can understand your concerns regarding loss of parking, but 
these proposals have come about following requests from other 
residents and businesses and from the Parish Council to address 
parking issues throughout the year. 

 
8.4 Following GCC’s responses to representees, which included some proposed changes to be 

advertised as a modification to the TRO, the final representations can be broken down as 
follows: 

 

• Support: 7 

• Upheld objection: 9 

• No response received to uphold objection: 11 

 
8.5 Following formal advertising and discussion of representations received, The Parish Council 

requested the following additions and amendments to the proposals for inclusion in the 
advertising of a modification: 
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• Sherborne Street - North: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace 

sections of solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just South of the Bridge. To 
prevent vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing 
visibility issues at the junction. 

• Sherborne Street – South: Un-restricted parking to a replace section of No Waiting At Any 

Time. To allow some additional parking, which would also act to calm traffic. 

• High Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of 
solely No Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Sherborne Street. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the 

junction. 

• Victoria Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace sections of 
solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just Southwest of the bridge. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility 

issues at the junction. 
 

The Parish Council requests were considered and a GCC officer decision was made to include 
these changes as part of the modification notice. 

 
9. Modification of the TRO Proposals 
 
9.1 Following consideration of formal representations received, a modification was made to the 

TRO as outlined below; 
 

• Lansdowne No Waiting 9am – 6pm to replace a section of un-restricted parking outside 
Greenstede and Leadenwell House. To improve visibility for exiting driveways. 

• Clapton Row – South of river: Un-restricted parking to a replace section of No Waiting At 
Any Time outside The Meeting Room. To enable parking in property parking area. 

• Clapton Row – North of river: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-
restricted parking on West side of road. To prevent obstruction of Ford and pedestrian 

crossing points along the road. 

• Nethercote Drive: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-restricted parking in 
turning head. To prevent obstruction of driveways and turning area. 

• Sherborne Street - North: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace 

sections of solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just South of the Bridge. To 
prevent vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing 
visibility issues at the junction. 

• Sherborne Street – South: Un-restricted parking to a replace section of No Waiting At Any 

Time. To allow some additional parking, which would also act to calm traffic. 

• High Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of 
solely No Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Sherborne Street. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the 

junction. 

• Victoria Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace sections of 
solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just Southwest of the bridge. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility 

issues at the junction. 

• Meadow Way: Un-restricted parking to replace sections of No Waiting At Any Time on the 
North / East side of the road and No Waiting At Any Time to replace sections of Un-
restricted parking on the South / West side of the road. To improve visibility at junctions, to 
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prevent obstructions opposite junctions and to reduce noise pollution from large vehicles 
parked overnight outside residential properties. 

• Rissington Road: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace sections of 

solely No Waiting At Any Time around its junction with High Street and Station Road. To 
prevent vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing 
visibility issues at the junction. 

 

Plans showing these revisions can be found in Appendix F. 
 
9.2 As these modifications were classed as substantial, directly affected properties were consulted 

with via letter drop and also via notices going up on site at the affected locations only. This 

took place between 13th July and 4th August 2020. Alongside this a further statutory 
consultation on these modifications was also carried out between 27th July 2020 to the 7th 
August 2020. Please note that it was clearly stated that all directly affected properties and 
stakeholders could only comment on the modified proposals and they did not have the 

opportunity to comment on the original scheme that was formally advertised. 
 
9.3 An updated statement of reasons, modified draft TRO, updated Due Regard Statement and 

amended relevant proposal plans were placed on GCC’s website for the duration stated above 

in 9.2. Please see Appendix G for a copy of the Modification Notice, Modification Statement of 
Reasons, modified Draft Order and updated Due Regard Statement. 

 
9.4 No comments were received from statutory or GCC standard consultees. 

 
9.5 Nine formal representations were received in response to the modification notice. The 

following table shows a representee reference (Rep. Ref.), the roads(s) they are commenting 
on, their comments and GCC’s response to their comments and the representees final 

confirmation on whether they are supporting, objecting or whether changes will be made and 
their concerns mitigated. 

 
Rep. 
Ref. 

Road(s) 
regarding 

Comments summary & GCC response Obj / 
Sup 

(final) 
MA Clapton Row Comment 

I very much appreciate your drawing my attention to it and I look 
forward to it happening.  

Support 

GCC response 
Thank you, your support for the modified proposals will be used as 
part of the decision making process. 

MB Industrial Estate Comment 
Reiterating request for additional DYLs around all accesses in the 
industrial estate due to estate expanding (see 8.1 Rep. Ref. I) 

Request 

GCC response 
We do understand your concerns, but I think my previous comment – 
‘Once the extended estate is complete we can of course revisit the 
area having benefited from a period of being able to assess its effects 
fully’ – has covered this. There is a significant expense and timescale 
behind introducing new waiting restrictions such as you have 
requested and the Parish Council, local Councillor and local 
community are keen to have this set of proposals introduced as soon 
as possible to address the current issues. 
Once the estate is complete we will be able to properly assess any 
new issues and what may be appropriate to address them. It could 
have further impacts than just at these junctions and so important that 
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we can consider things fully. There may also be knock on effects of 
the current proposals being introduced which also need to be 
considered at the same time. 
I appreciate this may not be the response you are hoping for at this 
time, but hopefully should the current proposals be introduced, which 
I note you support, the situation for your business should be better 
than at present. 

MC Meadow Way Comment 
We hope that the modification proposals don’t change! 

Support 

GCC response 
Thank you, your support for the modified proposals will be considered 
as part of the decision making process. 

MD Meadow Way Comment 
The effect of the implementation of virtually blanket No Waiting at Any 
Time across the industrial estate will concentrate those private 
vehicles that are customarily parked on Meadow Way into just two 
short unrestricted sections, one of which is right outside Summit 
Medical Ltd (highlighted in yellow on the attached plans). We object 
to the implementation of this unrestricted area outside our property, 
as it will hinder safe exit from both of our sites, due to the likelihood of 
parked vehicles outside our building. As we have regular HGV access 
onto our site, this is potentially dangerous to other road users, and 
also to residents who will now need to cross Meadow Way to access 
their cars. We applaud the general approach to restricting parking on 
what is a busy access road from the Fosse Way into the Industrial 
Estate – however our suggestion is to change the proposed 
unrestricted area outside our building to No Waiting at Any Time (as 
per the original plans) and to restrict parking on the Southeast side of 
Meadow Way during working hours only (say 8am to 6pm). This 
would enable residents to continue to use this area safely when 
industrial traffic has subsided. Our objective is to live in harmony with 
our neighbours in Barnsley Way and Croome Gardens, however this 
modification introduces real safety risks. As a second objection, the 
proposed unrestricted section further along Meadow Way, is on the 
“inside” of the bend – again adding risk to vehicles needing to pass 
these vehicles, as the location of the parked vehicles will reduce 
visibility around the bend in the road. We would suggest that if this 
unrestricted section is needed, again it should be relocated to the 
South side of Meadow Way. We trust that you will take our objection 
into account when finalising these plans. 

Object 

GCC response 
Thank you for your comments regarding the proposals on Meadow 
Way. I will ensure your comments are considered. 

ME Meadow Way Comment 
I write to object to the proposed changes to make the section of road 
between Bedomme way and the A429. Making the change to no 
waiting at any time because of the reasons given is not valid. In 12 
years only two HGV lorries have parked there, a simple no hgv 
parking would solve that. We suffer from lack of parking in Croome 
Gardens and need on road parking for guests. Clearing all vehicles 
which act as a traffic calming measure will open meadow way up for 
HGV lorries to increase speed and make more noise pollution 
bouncing on the uneven road surface and we also suffer from cars 
using it as a drag strip. HGV should be re routed via link road and 
calming measures with weight restrictions introduced on meadow 
way. These amendments would only make things worse for residents 
bordering meadow way. As I have pointed out the reasons for the 
amendments are not supported by any facts and should not proceed 
without solid facts to support them. 
One reason given is overnight parking of HGV. Only two have done 
this in the last 10 years. 

Object 
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Another reason is better view exiting roads onto meadow way. 
Again this is not supported by any evidence of a problem, no 
accidents as far as I am aware. 
You have moved unrestricted parking to a smaller space the opposite 
side of the road. This is a very busy road,  do you think it’s safe to 
expect visitors with children to have to cross this road?  
By putting no parking on the Croome gardens side of Meadow way 
removes our only traffic calming, the parked cars. This leaves it open 
for full acceleration of 44 ton HGV 24 hours a day,  we get more 
noise, more fumes and more shaking of our homes. It also improves 
the road for the idiots who use it as a drag strip at night. 
GCC response 
Thank you for your email and comments. From your comments it 
seems you may have misunderstood the modification proposals 
(apologies if not). It is not proposed to remove all parking along 
Meadow Way. Double yellow lines are proposed where safety and 
obstruction issues are caused around junctions and un-restricted 
parking is to remain along one side of the road where it is safe to do 
so and where residents have expressed a preference for it to be 
located. I have attached the two relevant plan drawings which show 
the proposals. 
I would be grateful if having viewed the plan drawings, you could 
confirm to me (by Friday 24th July 2020) whether you wished to make 
an objection or were now satisfied with the proposals. I understand 
the Parish Council has provided an explanation about how much 
consultation and development has gone in to these proposals and I 
would add that we are now looking to introduce them as advertised, 
unless a new significant issue is raised. 
Further comment 
Reply received stating their wish to object and expanding their 
objection as follows: 
I am fully aware of the history and didn't need reminding, I also have 
not misunderstood the amendments.  As I have pointed out the 
reasons for the amendments are not supported by any facts and 
should not proceed without solid facts to support them. 
One reason given is overnight parking of HGV. Only two have done 
this in the last 10 years. Another reason is better view exiting roads 
onto meadow way. Again this is not supported by any evidence of a 
problem, no accidents as far as I am aware. You have moved 
unrestricted parking to a smaller space the opposite side of the road. 
This is a very busy road, do you think it’s safe to expect visitors with 
children to have to cross this road?  By putting no parking on the 
Croome gardens side of Meadow way removes our only traffic 
calming, the parked cars. This leaves it open for full acceleration of 
44 ton HGV 24 hours a day, we get more noise, more fumes and 
more shaking of our homes. It also improves the road for the idiots 
who use it as a drag strip at night. My objection stands for the above 
reasons and that you are failing in your duty of care to the residents 
bordering Meadow way. 

MF Nethercote Drive Comment 
So, on top of our delightful Keep Clear road markings, we appear to 
have double yellows planned as per the attached. Overkill once 
again! Nethercote Drive is simply not big enough to bear all these 
markings; it will look ludicrous. If anything, it should be a single yellow 
/ no parking between 0900-1800 - combined with removal of the 
massive road lettering.  Our issue is not / never had been parkers!!!!!! 
It's people turning. I therefore hereby object to the plans to modify 
road markings on Nethercote Drive in their current guise; I would 
welcome the opportunity to discuss more appropriate, less gauche 
markings with you. 

Object 
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GCC response 
The additional small section of double yellow lines has been added in 
to the proposals following requests made by residents of the road. 
They raised concerns that parking in this section would create 
obstruction issues for driveways, make it difficult for delivery vans to 
stop and manoeuvre and make it difficult for general access and 
turning movements for all vehicles including emergency vehicles. The 
double yellow lines should mean that the advisory keep clear 
markings are not required anymore and could be removed. 
I hope this helps explain the reasoning behind the additional section 
of double yellow lines. Do you wish to make a formal objection to this 
part of the proposal, or would you like to express an overall support 
for all of the proposal, having considered my response above? If you 
could reply to me by Tuesday 11th August 2020 to confirm I would be 
most grateful. If I do not hear from you by this date, it will be recorded 
that you did not respond to make a formal objection. 
Further comment 
Reply received stating their wish to object and further expanding their 
objection as follows: 
We would like you to formally acknowledge our objection, as 
residents of Nethercote Drive, to the proposal of double yellow lines 
around most of the entire of our cul de sac. As a family we have lived 
here for 9 years and most of those years we have noted the main 
issue with our cul de sac and that it is not parking, it is the constant 
turning of vehicles, as they overshoot the last main car park in the 
village and are either looking to see if there is a cheeky free space or 
to turn back into the village. The parking has rarely caused an issue 
and in fact we have never to date witnessed an ambulance, delivery 
driver or workmen getting blocked gaining access to any residents 
and we have seen them all! We even take our horse trailer out of our 
drive at regular times over the weekend and we have NEVER been 
blocked in. We do know that a neighbour ( he no longer lives next 
door)  moved in a few years ago and quickly complained about the 
cul de sac, as an ex policeman, he obviously knows how to complain 
as the next thing we had two massive KEEP CLEAR signs sprawled 
across the road! Unfortunately that bulldozer to crack a nut did 
nothing to stop the turners and nobody has EVER parked directly in 
front of our drive anyway, unless delivering. Consequently we 
absolutely object to our cul de sac having double yellow lines. It is an 
overreaction in a residential street, which will require expensive 
monitoring and cause possible upset and disagreement among 
residents. We ride around Bourton High Street and notice that even 
the High Street has seasonal single yellow lines from 11 - 5 April - 
September, so I absolutely object to any visitors to residents’ houses 
being unable to park on a quiet evening, especially out of season. No 
resident or their visitors ever parks dangerously or selfishly and so 
believe we do not require an expensive traffic warden monitoring this 
constantly. We just can’t understand why money is being spent on 
this during a pandemic and especially mainly on the whim of a 
resident who no longer lives in the cul de sac. Please would you 
formally lodge these objections to double yellow lines, as the couple 
of spaces, will still attract turners and hence the problem will remain.  
Please consider solutions that will work, such as seasonal timed 
single yellow lines and possibly a no turning notice and a sign 
warning at the Birdland car park, that no visitor car parks beyond that 
point.  

MG Sherborne 
Street 

Comment 
I was pleased to see the proposed revisions in on road parking, in 
particular in Sherborne Street. I believe the proposals will significantly 
improve road safety. The southern end which is particularly narrow 
and especially hazardous for elderly pedestrians and the increasing 
number of younger people, school children and parents. However I 
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do believe that the safety along this road would have been improved 
still further if the de-restricted section outside Pockhill had been a 
continuation of the new double lining. This section is between two 
drives and near a blind bend. The properties in this area all have 
adequate off road parking and the provision of three extra parking 
spaces for visitors hardly contributes to resolving the parking issue in 
Bourton. 
I am afraid I find the idea that allowing cars to park in this location will 
act as a speed reduction device. This section of road is subject to a 
relatively recent speed reduction from 30 to 20. This is not observed 
by many even through the physical road narrowing between 
Sherborne Terrace and the Warren. What cars parking in this location 
does produce is an increased hazard for the increasing number of 
pedestrians.  There has to be a more effective way of ensuring that 
existing speed limits are observed and people behave safely. 
The reaction to the recent proposals for changes to road use in 
Bourton seems to me to indicate a level of detailed thinking when 
developing solutions to the undoubted problems if the village. 
GCC response 
Thank you for your email and comments largely in support of the 
modified proposals. I can understand your concerns regarding 
allowing parking outside Pockhill. Allowing parking here has been 
added in to the proposals as a means of traffic calming to slow 
vehicle speeds along this road. The request to allow parking here to 
act as traffic calming came from the Parish Council and I understand 
on behalf of some residents. With lower vehicle speeds created by 
parked cars, it is felt that road safety in this area could be improved. 
I hope this helps explain the reasoning behind allowing cars to park 
on this section. Do you wish to make a formal objection to this part of 
the proposal, or would you like to express an overall support for all of 
the proposal? If you could reply to me by Tuesday 11th August 2020 
to confirm I would be most grateful. If I do not hear from you by this 
date, it will be recorded that you did not respond to make a formal 
objection. 
Reply received stating their wish to object. 
We have now further considered your comments and others received 
regarding this section of un-restricted parking on Sherborne Street. 
The County Council has decided to abandoned the modification 
proposal to allow un-restricted parking outside Pock Hill and will now 
be proposing to implement No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) on this section, as per the original proposal.  

MH Sherborne 
Street 

Comment 
We are writing with huge concerns regarding the changing of parking 
on Sherborne street at the Southern end BOTW-SSN3. We have 
school age children, as do many of our neighbours on the South of 
the river and many of us walk down that street to get to and from 
school daily. As it is, we often have to walk young children in the 
middle of the road, with oncoming traffic and tourists as there are no 
pavements for the majority of our journey to school. Negotiating both 
and currently trying to socially distance is often a nightmare and scary 
for both children and parents. To suggest that parking will help with 
traffic calming is ludicrous the traffic already cannot go fast due to 
people and the narrow lanes. The majority of people in this village 
and especially in that stretch / on that road, adhere to the 20 limit due 
to those factors. When there are the 3-4 cars parked in the currently 
allowed spaces walking down that space becomes dangerous, farm 
traffic turning into Pockhill lane adds an additional challenge and 
turning in / out of that lane when people are parked on the corner is 
hard as visibility is poor. The few spaces this will gain the village is 
not worth the danger that it will create for local elderly /  children/ 
families and tourists walking in the middle of the road with no way of 
escape from traffic and potentially no passing places for traffic. 
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Tourist cars should be directed to permanent and temporary summer 
car parks NOT roads, which are already narrow and full of 
pedestrians in an already over crowded village. This scheme has not 
considered locals at all and will put pedestrians at risk and in an age 
where the government is forging ahead with encouraging people to 
be more active and reduce obesity it will make locals consider driving 
children the short distance to the two schools to keep them safe 
which will make the roads even worse. We strongly hope this part of 
the scheme will be reconsidered as we believe it will put pedestrians 
at serious risk. 
GCC response 
We have now further considered your comments and others received 
regarding this section of un-restricted parking on Sherborne Street. 
The County Council has decided to abandon the modification 
proposal to allow un-restricted parking outside Pock Hill and will now 
be proposing to implement No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) on this section, as per the original proposal. 

MI 
 

Comment 
We are writing to express our objection to the proposed modification 
to the future parking arrangements for ‘Sherborne Street – Southern 
End’ in Bourton-on-the-Water. In particular, the proposal to provide 
‘Un-restricted Parking’ to replace ‘No Waiting At Any Time’, in a 
section of Sherborne Street. 
The original proposal recognised that allowing parking for six months 
of the year on this section of Sherborne Street presented a significant 
danger to pedestrians, particularly older visitors, and residents and 
young children. This section of road is narrow and, for most of it has 
no pavement. This poses a real safety risk, particularly during peak 
tourist periods, when there is a significant increase in vehicle traffic, 
both private and commercial. 
The danger is compounded by an increase in pedestrian traffic, as 
visitors spill out of the High Street, to take in the view of Pock Hill 
(often prompted by the Visitor Information Centre in Bourton!). 
Although there is a 20 mph speed limit along this section of road, 
there is no monitoring or enforcement and, in our experience more 
than 50% of vehicles are ignoring the limit. 
In its justification for the modified proposal, to allow limited parking in 
one section of Sherborne Street, Highways does acknowledge that 
speeding traffic on this stretch of road would be a continuing risk, 
when it states that allowing some additional parking, ‘would also act 
to calm traffic’. 
We have to tell you that in our opinion this is wishful thinking. The 
entrance to our property is on Sherborne Street. We walk into the 
village centre many times a day and witness for ourselves speeding 
traffic, even when there are vehicles parked where it is proposed to 
lift parking restrictions altogether. In our experience allowing parking 
there, with no additional traffic calming measures, will have no or 
minimal impact and the dangers to pedestrians and other road users 
will therefore persist. 
Vehicles parked in this section also present a safety hazard when we 
are trying to exit our driveway onto Sherborne Street, because of the 
reduced visibility, particularly into fast moving traffic. High sided 
vehicles, such as vans pose a particular problem. 
Allowing parking in this narrow section of road also fails to take into 
account that many large commercial and farm vehicles use this 
stretch of road, further compounding the risk to pedestrians. 
It is our conviction, when as a general rule local residents do not park 
in this section of road, 
that the benefit of providing a few ‘additional parking’ spaces cannot 
outweigh the associated risks to pedestrians and other road users. 
Our fervent hope is that the traffic management team will revisit and 
withdraw this poorly thought out modification to a scheme which we 
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broadly welcomed. Failing that, keeping the existing single yellow line 
during Summer months would at least provide some protection for 
pedestrians and other road users in the busiest times of the year. 

GCC response 
We have now further considered your comments and others received 
regarding this section of un-restricted parking on Sherborne Street. 
The County Council has decided to abandon the modification 
proposal to allow un-restricted parking outside Pock Hill and will now 
be proposing to implement No Waiting At Any Time restrictions 
(double yellow lines) on this section, as per the original proposal.  

 

9.6 Following GCC’s responses to representees, the final representations regarding the 
modifications can be broken down as follows: 

 

• Support: 2 

• Object: 3 

• Concerns mitigated through changes: 3 

• Request for further restrictions: 1 (request for additional waiting restrictions not related to 

this TRO or modification) 
 
9.7 Regarding Sherborne Street (outside Pock Hill), it was decided that following consideration of 

comments received regarding the modification to the TRO proposal to allow a short section of 

parking here (see 8.3), that this part of the modification proposal would be abandoned. This 
will mean that the original proposal for this section of No Waiting At Any Time is to be 
reinstated. 

 

The reason for this is that it is felt that the benefit of allowing parking on this section and its 
traffic calming effects does not outweigh the safety concerns around pedestrians having to 
walk out in to the middle of the road to get passed parked vehicles, as there is no footway on 
either side of the road. 

 
10. Outstanding representations 
 
10.1 The final breakdown of formal representations is as follows: 
 

Original advertised proposals 

• Support: 7 

• Object: 9 

• No response received to uphold objection: 11 
 
Modification proposals 

• Support: 2 

• Object: 3 

• Concerns mitigated through changes (and subsequently supportive): 3 

• Request for further restrictions: 1 (request for additional waiting restrictions not related 
to this TRO or modification) 

 
This means that there are 12 outstanding objections. 

 
10.2 The following tables show the outstanding representations and GCC’s response. 
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10.3 Original advertised proposals 
 
Original advertised proposals 

Rep. 
Ref. 

Road(s) 
regarding 

Comments summary & GCC response 

OC Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to industrial estate DYLs - reduces parking for employees too much. 
Likely result will be people parking in residential areas. 
GCC response 
Your concerns around loss of parking in and around the industrial estate are 
understood, but the proposals have been designed to either; 
1) Prevent parking where it is currently causing obstruction or visibility issues. 
Local residents and businesses have raised issues regarding parked vehicles 
causing visibility and obstruction issues for both vehicles and pedestrians at or 
near junctions. Please remember that you should not park within 10 metres of a 
junction as per the highway code.  
2) Prevent parking where it will cause obstruction and visibility issues when the 
new extended estate junctions open. You will note that works on the extended 
estate have now begun. 
 
Although you have requested the proposed waiting restrictions to be reduced, 
others living and working in the area have asked for more to be introduced. A 
balance has been sought where as much parking can be retained for all to use, 
but obstruction and visibility issues are addressed. With the estate being 
extended it is worth considering that this should lead to further parking 
opportunities on the new estate roads. 

OF Industrial Estate Comment 
Signed by 48 employees - Object to industrial estate DYLs - reduces parking for 
employees too much. Likely result will be people parking in residential areas. 
GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. OC 

OG Industrial Estate Comment 
Object to DYLs around industrial estate as reduces parking for employees and 
with poor public transport links people will not be able to work there. 
GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. OC 

OI Industrial Estate Comment 
Further DYLs are required to ensure all junctions on the industrial estate and 
Meadow Way are kept clear around and opposite them. The north of the estate 
will be expanded from March 2020 and so all these current hammerheads need 
to be kept clear also. Plan supplied with requests. 

GCC response 
We have received a lot of objections to the reduction in parking opportunities the 
proposals will bring and so it is our intention for the proposals to largely remain 
as they are, with just some revisions on Meadow Way (please modification 
plans). These changes meet some of your requests. 
 
We understand your concerns around other junctions, but feel that at present we 
need to balance the needs of all and address the major issues whilst retaining as 
much parking as is safe and possible. Once the extended estate is complete we 
can of course revisit the area having benefited from a period of being able to 
assess its effects fully. 

OJ Industrial Estate Comment 
Object strongly to waiting restrictions in the industrial estate. There is not 
currently a problem and there will be no where for employees and customers of 
businesses to park. 
GCC response 
Response same as to Rep. Ref. OC 
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OL Lansdowne Comment 
No enforcement currently so what difference would DYLs make over current 
SYLs. Current signage poor and needs improving. DYLs will target residents and 
their visitors adversely and impede our freedoms. 
GCC response 
You mention you feel that more enforcement is needed as a main issue. I 
understand from the Parking Manager that they are looking to introduce an 
increased level of parking enforcement in the village this year. 
 
You also mention that you feel improved parking restriction signage is required. I 
will ensure that should the new restrictions be introduced that the signage meets 
criteria and guidance for effective signage. The new restrictions would also 
provide a more easily understandable restriction, which may help in people better 
understanding that they shouldn’t park there. 

OM Lansdowne Comment 
The proposals remove too much parking with some streets going from no 
restrictions to no parking. This will impact residents and their visitors. The SYL 
and seasonal restrictions works well on Lansdowne, allowing somewhere for 
visitors to park when many residents have limited or no parking. Irresponsible 
parking and increase in traffic along Lansdowne are the real problems. 

GCC response 
We can understand your concerns regarding loss of parking in the winter months, 
but these proposals have come about following requests from other residents 
and businesses and from the Parish Council to address paring issues throughout 
the year. Where suitable and appropriate we have introduced some new un-
restricted parking sections on Lansdowne, which replace existing restricted 
sections and will be available all year. These sections are located just to the East 
and West of your property and should be of great benefit for you and your 
visitors. 

OO Lansdowne & 
Moore Road 

Comment 
Object due to loss of parking for people using the school and for residents and 
their visitors. Residents only parking scheme needed. Parked cars help traffic 
calming and so reducing the amount of parked cars is likely to increase vehicle 
speeds. Removing the ability to park in the winter when people are less likely to 
cycle / walk to school would not help anyone. 

GCC response 
The proposals have come about from both the Parish Council and residents 
requests to address obstructive and unsafe parking along the roads. The 
proposals have been well received with only minimal objection and some 
residents actually requesting further restrictions. Parents would still be able to 
park on the single yellow lines up until 9am to drop off children in the morning. 
Loading/unloading is permitted on single and double yellow lines at all times, 
unless a loading restriction is also in place. This would mean that cars and buses 
can still stop on them to collect / drop off children if stopped in a safe and suitable 
location. They would however not be able to leave their car unattended. 
 
As mentioned above, the proposals have come about from the requests of many 
residents. A residents only parking scheme is not currently being considered for 
this year, but I understand it is something the County Council may be 
investigating next year. Enforcement of waiting restrictions in the village would 
increase as a result of the addition of these new proposed restrictions. 
 
As much parking has been retained as has been deemed safe and suitable, with 
some new all year un-restricted parking sections included in the proposals on 
Lansdowne. If you wish to discuss being considered for a school safety zone, 
please do let me know and I will get the Local Highway Manager to contact you 
to discuss this further. 
 
As mentioned above, buses and coaches can collect and drop off on double and 
single yellow lines. 
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There will still be plenty of un-restricted parking available in the village for staff to 
park. Some of this parking may be a slightly longer walk than staff currently have 
in the winter, but no longer than they currently have to walk during the summer 
months. As mentioned, we are only proposing to remove parking where it has 
been deemed to be causing an obstruction or road safety issue. 

OQ Meadow Way Comment 
Object to proposals to allow parking between Beddome Way and Barnsley Way - 
would like to see DYLs on this section. If parking is restricted elsewhere then this 
section will become full of parked cars causing safety and obstruction issues for 
vehicles entering/exiting our premises and for Hacklings lorries. Alternatively 
SYLs of 8am-6pm Mon-Fri could be an option. 

GCC response 
Having considered your comments and others received, we have revised the 
proposals to move the parking areas to the North/East side of Meadow Way, with 
No Waiting At Any Time restrictions (double yellow lines) to be introduced on 
West/South side of the road. Please see the attached plans showing these 
revised proposals. This should improve manoeuvrability space for large vehicles 
entering and exiting your premises and improve visibility at the Beddome Way 
and Barnsley Way junctions as per residents requests. Although parked vehicles 
will now be located on the same side of the road as your accesses, we feel that 
visibility will be sufficient for vehicles exiting your premises. 

 
10.4 Modification proposals 
 
Modification proposals 

Rep. 
Ref. 

Road(s) 
regarding 

Comments summary & GCC response 

MD Meadow Way Comment 
The effect of the implementation of virtually blanket No Waiting at Any Time 
across the industrial estate will concentrate those private vehicles that are 
customarily parked on Meadow Way into just two short unrestricted sections, 
one of which is right outside Summit Medical Ltd (highlighted in yellow on the 
attached plans). We object to the implementation of this unrestricted area 
outside our property, as it will hinder safe exit from both of our sites, due to the 
likelihood of parked vehicles outside our building. As we have regular HGV 
access onto our site, this is potentially dangerous to other road users, and also 
to residents who will now need to cross Meadow Way to access their cars. We 
applaud the general approach to restricting parking on what is a busy access 
road from the Fosse Way into the Industrial Estate – however our suggestion is 
to change the proposed unrestricted area outside our building to No Waiting at 
Any Time (as per the original plans) and to restrict parking on the Southeast side 
of Meadow Way during working hours only (say 8am to 6pm). This would enable 
residents to continue to use this area safely when industrial traffic has subsided. 
Our objective is to live in harmony with our neighbours in Barnsley Way and 
Croome Gardens, however this modification introduces real safety risks. As a 
second objection, the proposed unrestricted section further along Meadow Way, 
is on the “inside” of the bend – again adding risk to vehicles needing to pass 
these vehicles, as the location of the parked vehicles will reduce visibility around 
the bend in the road. We would suggest that if this unrestricted section is 
needed, again it should be relocated to the South side of Meadow Way. We trust 
that you will take our objection into account when finalising these plans. 
GCC response 
Thank you for your comments regarding the proposals on Meadow Way. I will 
ensure your comments are considered. 

ME Meadow Way Comment 
I write to object to the proposed changes to make the section of road between 
Beddome way and the A429. Making the change to no waiting at any time 
because of the reasons given is not valid. In 12 years only two HGV lorries have 
parked there, a simple no hgv parking would solve that. We suffer from lack of 
parking in Croome Gardens and need on road parking for guests. Clearing all 
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vehicles which act as a traffic calming measure will open meadow way up for 
HGV lorries to increase speed and make more noise pollution bouncing on the 
uneven road surface and we also suffer from cars using it as a drag strip. HGV 
should be re routed via link road and calming measures with weight restrictions 
introduced on meadow way. These amendments would only make things worse 
for residents bordering meadow way. As I have pointed out the reasons for the 
amendments are not supported by any facts and should not proceed without 
solid facts to support them. 
One reason given is overnight parking of HGV. Only two have done this in the 
last 10 years. 
Another reason is better view exiting roads onto meadow way. 
Again this is not supported by any evidence of a problem, no accidents as far as 
I am aware. 
You have moved unrestricted parking to a smaller space the opposite side of the 
road. This is a very busy road, do you think it’s safe to expect visitors with 
children to have to cross this road?  
By putting no parking on the Croome gardens side of Meadow way removes our 
only traffic calming, the parked cars. This leaves it open for full acceleration of 44 
ton HGV 24 hours a day, we get more noise, more fumes and more shaking of 
our homes. It also improves the road for the idiots who use it as a drag strip at  
night. 
GCC response 
Thank you for your email and comments. From your comments it seems you 
may have misunderstood the modification proposals (apologies if not). It is not 
proposed to remove all parking along Meadow Way. Double yellow lines are 
proposed where safety and obstruction issues are caused around junctions and 
un-restricted parking is to remain along one side of the road where it is safe to 
do so and where residents have expressed a preference for it to be located. I 
have attached the two relevant plan drawings which show the proposals. 
I would be grateful if having viewed the plan drawings, you could confirm to me 
(by Friday 24th July 2020) whether you wished to make an objection or were now 
satisfied with the proposals. I understand the Parish Council has provided an 
explanation about how much consultation and development has gone in to these 
proposals and I would add that we are now looking to introduce them as 
advertised, unless a new significant issue is raised. 
Further comment 
Reply received stating their wish to object and expanding their objection as 
follows: 
I am fully aware of the history and didn't need reminding, I also have not 
misunderstood the amendments.  As I have pointed out the reasons for the 
amendments are not supported by any facts and should not proceed without 
solid facts to support them. 
One reason given is overnight parking of HGV. Only two have done this in the 
last 10 years. Another reason is better view exiting roads onto meadow way. 
Again this is not supported by any evidence of a problem, no accidents as far as 
I am aware. You have moved unrestricted parking to a smaller space the 
opposite side of the road. This is a very busy road, do you think it’s safe to 
expect visitors with children to have to cross this road?  By putting no parking on 
the Croome gardens side of Meadow way removes our only traffic calming, the 
parked cars. This leaves it open for full acceleration of 44 ton HGV 24 hours a 
day, we get more noise, more fumes and more shaking of our homes. It also 
improves the road for the idiots who use it as a drag strip at night. My objection 
stands for the above reasons and that you are failing in your duty of care to the 
residents bordering Meadow way. 

MF Nethercote Drive Comment 
So, on top of our delightful Keep Clear road markings, we appear to have double 
yellows planned as per the attached. Overkill once again! Nethercote Drive is 
simply not big enough to bear all these markings; it will look ludicrous. If 
anything, it should be a single yellow / no parking between 0900-1800 - 
combined with removal of the massive road lettering.  Our issue is not / never 
had been parkers!!!!!! It's people turning. I therefore hereby object to the plans to 
modify road markings on Nethercote Drive in their current guise; I would 
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welcome the opportunity to discuss more appropriate, less gauche markings with 
you. 

GCC response 
The additional small section of double yellow lines has been added in to the 
proposals following requests made by residents of the road. They raised 
concerns that parking in this section would create obstruction issues for 
driveways, make it difficult for delivery vans to stop and manoeuvre and make it 
difficult for general access and turning movements for all vehicles including 
emergency vehicles. The double yellow lines should mean that the advisory 
keep clear markings are not required anymore and could be removed. 
I hope this helps explain the reasoning behind the additional section of double 
yellow lines. Do you wish to make a formal objection to this part of the proposal, 
or would you like to express an overall support for all of the proposal, having 
considered my response above? If you could reply to me by Tuesday 11th 
August 2020 to confirm I would be most grateful. If I do not hear from you by this 
date, it will be recorded that you did not respond to make a formal objection. 
Further comment 
Reply received stating their wish to object and further expanding their objection 
as follows: 
We would like you to formally acknowledge our objection, as residents of 
Nethercote Drive, to the proposal of double yellow lines around most of the 
entire of our cul de sac. As a family we have lived here for 9 years and most of 
those years we have noted the main issue with our cul de sac and that it is not 
parking, it is the constant turning of vehicles, as they overshoot the last main car 
park in the village and are either looking to see if there is a cheeky free space or 
to turn back into the village. The parking has rarely caused an issue and in fact 
we have never to date witnessed an ambulance, delivery driver or workmen 
getting blocked gaining access to any residents and we have seen them all! We 
even take our horse trailer out of our drive at regular times over the weekend 
and we have NEVER been blocked in. We do know that a neighbour ( he no 
longer lives next door)  moved in a few years ago and quickly complained about 
the cul de sac, as an ex policeman, he obviously knows how to complain as the 
next thing we had two massive KEEP CLEAR signs sprawled across the road! 
Unfortunately that bulldozer to crack a nut did nothing to stop the turners and 
nobody has EVER parked directly in front of our drive anyway, unless 
delivering. Consequently we absolutely object to our cul de sac having double 
yellow lines. It is an overreaction in a residential street, which will require 
expensive monitoring and cause possible upset and disagreement among 
residents. We ride around Bourton High Street and notice that even the High 
Street has seasonal single yellow lines from 11 - 5 April - September, so I 
absolutely object to any visitors to residents’ houses being unable to park on a 
quiet evening, especially out of season. No resident or their visitors ever parks 
dangerously or selfishly and so believe we do not require an expensive traffic 
warden monitoring this constantly. We just can’t understand why money is being 
spent on this during a pandemic and especially mainly on the whim of a resident 
who no longer lives in the cul de sac. Please would you formally lodge these 
objections to double yellow lines, as the couple of spaces, will still attract turners 
and hence the problem will remain.  Please consider solutions that will work, 
such as seasonal timed single yellow lines and possibly a no turning notice and 
a sign warning at the Birdland car park, that no visitor car parks beyond that 
point.  

 

11. Final proposals 
 
11.1 GCC feels that the objection comments detailed in section 10 above ‘Outstanding 

representations’ have been addressed and the final proposals now proposed for 

implementation will lead to improvements in road safety for road users and pedestrians, for 
traffic flow and movements and are generally largely supported by the local community as a 
whole. 
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11.2 Below is a table providing the final proposal plan drawing numbers which are now proposed 
for implementation. The plan drawings can be found in Appendix H and provide details of the 
location, extent and type of waiting and loading restrictions and parking places. 

 

Drawing No. Revision No. Drawing No. Revision No. 
BOTW-LGLC 3 BOTW-SRNS 1 

BOTW-LE 1 BOTW-MWKM 1 

BOTW-HSSS 3* BOTW-ISS 4 

BOTW-SSN 1 BOTW-MWBW 3 

BOTW-SSSS 1 BOTW-ISN 1 

BOTW-LHD 1 BOTW-RWML 1 

BOTW-CR 3 BOTW-RRFB 2 

BOTW-VS 2 BOTW-RRCPBC 1 
BOTW-HSSRRRVS 3 BOTW-RRNRH 3 

BOTW-MR 1 BOTW-RRGCDC 1 

BOTW-SRS 1 BOTW-RRS 1 

BOTW-SRRW 1 BOTW-RCRC 1 

BOTW-SRPF 1 - - 

 
*Please see section 14 for further information. 
 

12. Equality Impact Assessment 
 
12.1 A Statement of Due Regard can be seen in Appendix E relating to the original TRO proposals 
 

12.2 An updated Statement of Due Regard can be seen in Appendix G relating to the 
modifications to the TRO. 

 
12.3 In proposing this TRO, Gloucestershire County Council has paid due regard to its duties 

under the Equality Act 2010 – as per the above mentioned Statement – in relation to the nine 
groups - Age, Disability, Sex, Race, Gender reassignment, Marriage and Civil partnership, 
Pregnancy & Maternity, Religion and/or Belief and Sexual orientation, along with other groups 
(such as long term unemployed, socio-economical deprived groups, community cohesion, 

human rights) - with protected characteristics. 
 
12.4 The TRO is being proposed in order to help improve road safety, traffic flow and local 

amenity. 

 
13. Discussion of outstanding objections 
 
13.1 Loss of parking on industrial estate roads 

 
The concerns around loss of parking in and around the industrial estate are understood, but the 
proposals have been designed to either; 
 

1) Prevent parking where it is currently causing obstruction or visibility issues. Local residents 
and businesses have raised issues regarding parked vehicles causing visibility and 
obstruction issues for both vehicles and pedestrians at or near junctions. It should be noted 
that people should not park within 10 metres of a junction as per the Highway Code.  
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2) Prevent parking where it will cause obstruction and visibility issues when the new extended 
estate junctions open. Works on the extended estate have now begun. 

 

Although some have requested the proposed waiting restrictions to be reduced, others living and 
working in the area have asked for more to be introduced. A balance has been sought where as 
much parking can be retained for all to use, but obstruction and visibility issues are addressed. 
With the estate being extended, it is worth considering that this should lead to further parking 

opportunities on the new estate roads. 
 
13.2 Further double yellow lines needed around junctions in industrial estate due to be 
opened in the future. 

 
The concerns for the future are understood, but it is felt that at present we need to balance the 
needs of all and address the major current and forthcoming issues whilst retaining as much 
parking as is safe and possible. Once the extended estate is completed the area can be revisited 

having benefited from a period of being able to assess its effects fully. 
 
13.3 Lack of parking enforcement 
 

Following a change of parking enforcement contractor there is to be an improved level of 
enforcement in Bourton-on-the-Water going forward. 
 
13. 4 Restriction signage needs improving 

 
Signage for the new waiting restrictions will be designed to meet signage criteria and guidance as 
per the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 and Traffic Signs Manuals. The 
new restrictions will also provide more easily understandable and consistent restrictions than 

currently, which should help in people better understanding where and when they shouldn’t park. 
 
13.5 Loss of parking on Lansdowne 
 

The proposals have come about from both the Parish Council and residents and businesses 
requests to address obstructive and unsafe parking which is taking place along the road 
throughout the year. The proposals have been well received with some residents actually 
requesting further restrictions. People will still be able to park along sections of single yellow lines 

from 6pm until 9am where safe and appropriate, when traffic and pedestrian levels are much 
lower. Some new un-restricted sections of parking have also been created where previously 
restricted sections existed. 
 

13.6 Further restrictions on Lansdowne and Moore Road will cause problems for staff and 
visitors of the school being able to park and for coaches stopping to drop off and collect 
children. It will also reduce the traffic calming impacts of parked vehicles. 
 

The proposals have come about from both the Parish Council and residents and businesses 
requests to address obstructive and unsafe parking which is taking place along the roads 
throughout the year. The proposals have been well received with some residents actually 
requesting further restrictions. 

 
Parents would still be able to park on the single yellow lines up until 9am to drop off children in the 
morning. Loading/unloading is permitted on single and double yellow lines at all times. This would 
mean that cars and buses can still stop on them to collect / drop off children, if stopped in a safe 
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and suitable location. Some new un-restricted sections of parking have also been created on 
Lansdowne, where previously restricted sections existed. 
 

There will still be plenty of un-restricted parking available in the village for staff and parents to 
park. Some of this parking may be a slightly longer walk than they currently have in the winter, but 
no longer than they currently have to walk during the summer months. 
 

The road is currently subject to a 20mph speed limit and it is not felt that a vehicle speed issue will 
result from the new restrictions. The school has been put in contact with the Local Highway 
Manager to discuss an enhanced School Safety Zone on Lansdowne. 
 

13.7 Parking issues on Meadow Way 
 
Requests were received to: 

• Leave the parking situation on Meadow Way un-restricted as it is. 

• Remove all parking on Meadow Way. 

• Have parking in sections on the West side only. 

• Have parking on sections on the East side only. 

• Have the parking sections un-restricted at all times. 

• Have the parking sections no waiting during the day and un-restricted overnight. 
 

The final proposals have been through a comprehensive consultation exercise with changes made 

following comments received and further assessments. It is felt that the final proposals address all 
significant obstruction and safety issues and best balance the needs of all. It is not felt that the 
proposed restrictions will result in an increase in vehicle speed issue which outweighs the benefits 
they will have in addressing safety and issues. 

 
13.8 Loss of parking in Nethercote Gardens 
 
The proposals for Nethercote Gardens have come about from requests from residents, who want 

to prevent the problem of obstructive parking which regularly takes place in this narrow short cul-
de-sac. This has included obstructions to access and egress from driveways, obstructions to 
turning movements and obstructions for delivery vehicles being able to load/unload. Along with 
these obstruction issues there is also visibility issues created by cars parking next to accesses and 

the road junction. Concerns were also raised about emergency service vehicles being able to 
access properties and a fire hydrant. With all residents having off-street parking capacity of two or 
more vehicles and a section of un-restricted parking to remain, it is not felt the single objection 
received outweighs the issues which require addressing or the desire from other residents to have 

the restrictions introduced. 
 
14. Additional changes 
 

Following completion of the consultation and advertising process and completion of responding to 
representees, the County Council was contacted regarding waiting restriction proposals on the 
High Street outside and by the funeral directors. 
 
The funeral directors requested that a short section of No Waiting At Any Time in front of their 

access was not introduced, to enable them to continue to park funeral vehicles, including 
ambulances, here for as long as required at all times. 
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Some residents requested that the section of Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 9am – 
6pm between the funeral directors and the Northerly access to The Glebe House was not 
introduced, to enable them to continue to be able to park for as long as needed near to their 

properties of which had no off-street parking. 
 
Having considered these requests it was felt that, although these requests were received outside 
of the formal consultation and advertising period, there was justified reasoning behind the requests 

and there would be no safety issues created by abandoning the proposals. Therefore, the 
proposals for these locations are to be abandoned and these changes included as part of the final 
proposals (see Section 11 and Appendix H). 
 

15.  Summary 
 
15.1 The proposed TRO was consulted upon in line with legislation and GCC policy. 
 

15.2 Consultation was carried out with statutory consultees and Gloucestershire County Council 
standard consultees. 

 
15.3 All residents in the village were invited to an exhibition of the initial proposals, where they 

could view the proposals, leave comments and speak to Parish Councillors and 
Gloucestershire County Council staff. The proposals were also made available for viewing 
and comment on the Gloucestershire County Council website for any people not able or 
willing to attend the exhibitions. 

 
15.4 Requests and support for the proposals was received from Councillors and some residents, 

who felt the waiting and loading restrictions should help address some of the current road 
safety, obstruction and parking issues.  

 
15.5 The proposed TRO was formally advertised, with 25 representations received to the original 

proposals and 9 received to the modification proposals. 
 

15.6 The objection reasoning was generally either around parking being lost or further parking 
restrictions being requested.  

 
15.7 Following GCC providing responses to representees, 12 objections were upheld: 9 in 

response to the scheme originally advertised and 3 in response to the modification.  
 
15.8 The proposals have gone through an extensive consultation and all comments have been 

fully considered with changes made where appropriate. The proposals aim to improve 

visibility, obstruction and traffic flow issues which now exist all year rather than at seasonal 
peak times, along with improving the amenities of areas.  

 
15.9 In considering the proposed TRO under Sections 1 and 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation 

Act 1984, the proposals are in line with the legislation and meet GCC’s obligations. 
 
16.  View of the Case Officer 

 

16.1 This report demonstrates that the introduction of the TRO is consistent with National 
Guidance and has been fully consulted upon in accordance with GCC policy and followed 
necessary statutory procedures as set in the Local Authorities Traffic Orders (Procedure) 
(England & Wales) Regulation 1996 and the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984. 
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16.2 The proposals for the waiting and loading restrictions and the introduction of them aim to 
improve visibility, obstruction and traffic flow issues which currently exist throughout the 
entire year, along with improving the amenities of areas and access for all.  

 
16.3 GCC has addressed all upheld objection reasoning, as can be seen in its responses to 

comments and in ‘13. Discussion of objections’. It has also addressed issues brought to its 
attention following the completion of the consultation and advertising process, as can be 

seen in ’14. Additional changes’. 
 
16.4  It is considered that the TRO proposed with the modifications meets GCC’s objectives to 

improve road safety and therefore the TRO could be made as originally advertised but with 

the modifications, with the exception of: 
 

• The modified proposal to Sherborne Street outside Pock Hill, which is to be abandoned in 
favour of the original advertised proposal for this location. 

• The proposal to have No Waiting At Any Time on the High Street in front of the funeral 
directors, which is to be abandoned. 

• The proposal to have Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 9am – 6pm on the High 

Street between the funeral directors and the Northerly access to The Glebe House, which is 
to be abandoned. 

 
17.  Recommendations by Senior Case Officer 

 

17.1 I am satisfied that the proposed TRO has been correctly advertised and implemented in 
accordance with the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 and the procedures laid down in that 
Act. The necessary statutory procedures as set out in the Local Authorities Traffic Orders 
(Procedure) (England & Wales) Regulations 1996 have been followed, and guidance, 

including the Traffic Signs and General Directions 2016 have been considered. 
 
17.2 The scheme proposals have been developed following consultation with both statutory bodies 

and local stakeholders, whilst duly considering comments received by local residents. 

 
17.3 An informal consultation took place which included two local drop in sessions and facility to 

make comment on proposals. I am content that the informal feedback received has been 
considered and utilised to amend the proposals before formal consultation.   

 
17.4 The Parish Council, local members and stakeholders have been liaised with throughout the 

TRO process and all comments duly considered at each stage of the process. 
 

17.5 After considering the representations received at public consultation stage regarding the 
original waiting restrictions, I am satisfied that in response to these concerns, a modification 
notice was drafted and consulted on, via on-site notices and letters to directly affected 
residents, which clearly set out any amendments. These modifications will create a positive 

balance between on-street parking provision in the area whilst improving safety and enabling 
traffic flow throughout the village all year round. It is recognised that visitation to the village is 
in high demand for the majority of the year rather than just a summer time peak.  

 

17.6  Based on feedback from locals and visitors and via liaison with the Parish Council and 
stakeholders, it is felt that the final proposals will improve safety and access to the village 
whilst understanding to the local needs of the village and wider community.  
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17.7 After taking into account all the representations in this report I recommend that all upheld 
formal representations are considered as minor in nature and that the proposed TRO is 
made permanent under delegated authority as follows: 

 
Make the TRO as originally advertised and superseded by all the modifications at the 
named locations in the modification notice, with the exception of:  

o The modified proposal to Sherborne Street outside Pock Hill, which is to be 

abandoned in favour of the original advertised proposal for this location. 
o The proposal to have No Waiting At Any Time on the High Street in front of the 

funeral directors, which is to be abandoned. 
o The proposal to have Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 9am – 6pm on 

the High Street between the funeral directors and the Northerly access to The 
Glebe House, which is to be abandoned. 
 

(final proposal plans can be seen in Appendix H). 

 
18.  Decision by the Parking Manager 

 
18.1 I have considered the report, recommendations and whether to hold a Traffic Regulation 

Committee. I have also considered all the representations that we have received in relation 
to this matter in making my decision. I have decided that Gloucestershire County Council 
should:  

 

• Not progress (abandon) the Orders 

• Make the TRO as advertised 

• Make the TRO as originally advertised and superseded by all the modifications at the 
named locations in the modification notice , with the exception of:  

o The modified proposal to Sherborne Street outside Pock Hill, which is to 
be abandoned in favour of the original advertised proposal for this 
location. 

o The proposal to have No Waiting At Any Time on the High Street in front of 

the funeral directors, which is to be abandoned. 
o The proposal to have Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 9am – 

6pm on the High Street between the funeral directors and the Northerly 
access to The Glebe House, which is to be abandoned. 

(final proposal plans can be seen in Appendix H). 

• Make the Orders permanent as per the recommendation and as advertised. [For 
Experimental only] 

• Make the TROs as advertised by without the proposed changes to…. [but only where less 

onerous] 
 
Or that the County Council should: 

 

• Review the proposals relating to….[insert details of the proposal to be looked at separately 
as another scheme/TRO] 

• Refer the matter to the Traffic Regulation Committee for further consultation before making 

the decision. 

• Refer the matter to the Traffic regulation Committee for further consultation before the 
Cabinet/Lead Cabinet member makes the decision. 
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As a result of the above I give authorisation for the Assistant Director of Legal Services to act 
on my decision pursuant to delegations approved in accordance with the Local Government 
Act 1972 and subsequent legislation. 

 

Signed:  
 
Alexis Newport, Parking Manager    

 
Date:   16 December 2020
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Appendices: 

 
 

Appendix A: Original formal consultation proposal plans 

Appendix B: Collision data 
Appendix C: Residents consultation letter 
Appendix D: Informal consultation proposal plans 
Appendix E: Formal advertising notice, Statement of Reasons, Draft Order and Due Regard 

Statement 
Appendix F: Modification proposal plans 
Appendix G: Modification advertising Notice, Statement of Reasons, modified Draft Order and 

updated Due Regard Statement 

Appendix H: Final proposal plans 
Appendix I: Record of discussions with Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council 
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Appendix A: Original formal consultation plans 
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Appendix C: Residents consultation letter 
 
  

Network and Traffic Management 
Block 5, 6th Floor West 

Shire Hall 
Gloucester 

GL1 2TH 
FAO the owner / occupier 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
     

 
 
 

Date:  1st March 2019 

 
Dear Owner / Occupier 
 
Proposed new parking restrictions, various locations, Bourton-on-the-Water 
 
Gloucestershire County Council is proposing to introduce new parking restrictions on sections of various 
roads within Bourton-on-the-Water. The restrictions have been requested by Bourton-on-the-Water Parish 
Council to address parking issues raised by local residents and businesses. County Council officers have 
been working closely with the Parish Council to come up with the best proposals for the village , with the 
aims of the proposals being to improve safety for vehicles and pedestrians and maintain traffic flow.  
 
The proposals include the following restrictions: 

• No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow lines) 

• No Waiting 9am-6pm (single yellow lines) 

• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time (double yellow lines and double kerb blips) 
• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm (double yellow lines and single kerb blips)  

• Relocation of parking bays (including disabled blue badge bays and limited waiting bays) 
 
You are invited to come and view detailed plans of the proposals at either of the following drop -in 
consultation events at the George Moore Community Centre in Bourton-on-the-Water. 
 

Date Day Time Location 
18th March 2019 Monday 11am – 7pm The George Moore Community Centre, Moore Road, 

Bourton-on-the-Water 

21st March 2019 Thursday 1pm – 7pm The George Moore Community Centre, Moore Road, 
Bourton-on-the-Water 

 
These consultation events will provide the opportunity to view detailed plans of the proposals and talk to 
County Council officers should you have any queries regarding them. You will also have the opportunity to 
submit comments for the County Council and Parish Council to consider. 
 
The County Council and Parish Council will consider all comments received following these consultation 
events, before producing the proposals which will be progressed to formal advertising (where formal 
representations in support or objection can be made). 
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It is recommended that you come along to one of the consultation events, however, if you are unable to 
attend either of the consultation events you will have the opportunity to view the proposed plans on the 
Gloucestershire County Council website www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/tro and on the Bourton-on-the-
Water Parish Council website at www.bourtononthewaterpc.org.uk. The proposal plans will be available 
on these websites following the consultation events, from the 25 th March.  
 
Comments will be able to be submitted until 14th April 2019 via either email or letter to: 

• Email: troconsultation@gloucestershire.gov.uk 

• Letter: TRO Team, Gloucestershire County Council, Block 5 6 th Floor, Shire Hall, Gloucester, GL1 
2TG. 

 
Further information regarding the exhibition and informal consultation can be found at: 
www.bourtononthewaterpc.org.uk.  
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
Traffic Regulation Order Team 
For and on behalf of Network and Traffic Management, Gloucestershire County Council 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.bourtononthewaterpc.org.uk/
mailto:troconsultation@gloucestershire.gov.uk
http://www.bourtononthewaterpc.org.uk/
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Appendix D: Informal consultation proposal plans 
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Appendix E: Formal advertising notice, Statement of Reasons, Draft Order and Due Regard 
Statement 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

 
Proposed Waiting Restrictions 
Various Roads 
Bourton-on-the-Water 
 
 
Proposals: 
It is proposed to introduce new waiting and loading restrictions on various roads within Bourton-on-the-
Water. The proposals include the following waiting restrictions: 
 

• No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow lines) 

• No Waiting 9am-6pm (single yellow lines) 

• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time (double yellow lines and double kerb blips) 
• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm (double yellow lines and single kerb blips)  

• Relocation of parking bays (including disabled blue badge bays and limited waiting bays)  
 
Please refer to associated relevant proposal plans and schedule for full details of proposals and locations.  
 
Reasons: 
Gloucestershire County Council is proposing to introduce new waiting and loading restrictions on sections 
of various roads within Bourton-on-the-Water. The restrictions have been requested by Bourton-on-the-
Water Parish Council to address parking issues raised by local residents and businesses. County Council 
officers have been working closely with the Parish Council to come up with the best proposals for the 
village, with the overall aims of the proposals being to improve safety for vehicles and pedestrians and 
maintain traffic flow. Some of these restrictions will replace current seasonal waiting restrictions, which are 
no longer suitable due to parking now causing issues throughout the year at some locations, rather than 
just in the summer season. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time  (double yellow lines) aim to address the issues that parked 
vehicles can cause at all times as follows: 
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues around junctions and accesses. 

• Obstructions to traffic flow along roads. 
• Obstructions to pedestrian crossing points. 

 
The proposals for No Waiting 9am-6pm (single yellow lines) aim to address the issues that parked 
vehicles can cause during the period of the day when traffic volumes are higher as follows:  
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues on sections of road. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time  (double yellow lines and double 
kerb blips) aim to address the issues that vehicles carrying out loading/unloading activities can cause at all 
times as follows: 
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues around junctions and accesses.  

• Obstructions to traffic flow along roads. 

• Obstructions to pedestrian crossing points. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm (double yellow lines and single 
kerb blips) aim to address the issues that vehicles carrying out loading/unloading activities can cause 
during the period of the day when traffic volumes are higher as follows: 
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• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues on sections of roads. 
 
The proposals for the relocation of Disabled Badge Holder and Limited Waiting parking is to provide 
dedicated disabled badge holder parking in more locations and around amenities such as the public toilets 
and post office.  
 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
The proposals for these roads in Bourton-on-the-Water come under the following sections of the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 for making a Traffic Regulation Order: 
 

- Section 1 (a) For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other road or for 
preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising. 

- Section 1 (c) For facilitating the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic 
(including pedestrians). 

- Section 1 (f) for preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the road runs.  
 
Thorough consideration was given to the factors set out in Section 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984 in proposing this Traffic Order. 
 
Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 
All of the associated signing will be in accordance with the Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions 2016. 
 
Equality Act 2010 
Thorough consideration was given to the equalities duty of the County Council under Section 149 of the 
Equality Act 2010. 
 
Statutory Consultation 
Consultation was carried out with statutory consultees, with no objections received from The Police, 
Emergency Services, Freight Transport Association, Road Haulage Association or the local County 
Councillor. 
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Statement of Due Regard 
 

 
Proposed Waiting Restrictions 
Various Roads 
Bourton-on-the-Water 
 
 

Gloucestershire County Council have given “due regard” to the three aims of the Public Sector 
Equality Duty under Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 in relation to the nine protected groups:- 

 
• Age 
• Disability 
• Gender (Sex) 

• Race 
• Religion or Belief 
• Sexual Orientation 
• Gender Re-assignment 

• Pregnancy & Maternity 
• Marriage & Civil Partnership 
 
It is considered that there is no inequality created in the implementation of this Traffic Regulation 

Order. 
 
 
Officer: Richard Cornwell (Assistant Engineer)  

Senior Officer: Alexis Newport (TRO and Parking Manager) 
 
 
Date: 16/09/2019  
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Appendix F: Modificationproposal  plans 
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Appendix G: Modification advertising Notice, Statement of Reasons, modified Draft Order 
and updated Due Regard statement 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

ON-STREET PARKING ORDER 2017 
(VARIOUS ROADS, BOURTON ON THE WATER, COTSWOLD DISTRICT) 

(VARIATION) ORDER 2019 
 

Between 7th and 29th November 2019 Gloucestershire County Council advertised its intention to 
make the above Variation Order under the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, the effect of which 

would vary the Gloucestershire County Council On Street Parking Order 2017 by introducing 
waiting and loading restrictions within Bourton on the Water, Cotswold District, Gloucestershire. 
 
Representations were received on various parts of the proposals and it is now the Council’s 

intention to modify the original extent of the restrictions along certain roads as outlined below and 
on the associated plans: 

• Lansdowne: No Waiting 9am – 6pm to replace a section of un-restricted parking outside 
Greenstede and Leadenwell House. To improve visibility for exiting driveways (drawing 

number BOTW-LGLC 3) 

• Clapton Row – South of river: Un-restricted parking to a replace section of No Waiting At 
Any Time outside The Meeting Room. To enable parking in property parking area (drawing 
number BOTW-CR 2) 

• Clapton Row – North of river: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-restricted parking 
on West side of road. To prevent obstruction of Ford and pedestrian crossing points along the road 
(drawing number BOTW-RRFB 3) 

• Nethercote Drive: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-restricted parking in turning 
head. To prevent obstruction of driveways, hydrant and turning area (drawing number BOTW-
RRNRH 3) 

• Sherborne Street – Northern end: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace 
sections of solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just South of the Bridge. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the 
junction (drawing number BOTW-HSSS 3) 

• Sherborne Street – Southern end: Un-restricted parking to replace a section of No Waiting At Any 
Time. To allow some additional parking, which would also act to calm traffic (drawing number 
BOTW-SSN 3) 

• High Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of solely No 
Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Sherborne Street. To prevent vehicles from obst ructing 
pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the junction (drawing number BOTW-
HSSS 3) 

• Victoria Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace sections of solely No 
Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just Southwest of the bridge. To prevent vehicles from 
obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the junction 
(drawing number BOTW-HSSRRRVS 3) 

• Meadow Way: Un-restricted parking to replace sections of No Waiting At Any Time on the North / 
East side of the road and No Waiting At Any Time to replace sections of Un-restricted parking on 
the South / West side of the road. To improve visibility at junctions, to prevent obstructions opposite 
junctions and to reduce noise pollution from large vehicles parked overnight outside residential 
properties (drawing number BOTW-ISS 4 & MWBW 3) 

• Rissington Road: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of No 
Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Station Road and High Street. To prevent obstructions 
to visibility and movements for vehicles and pedestrians (drawing number BOTW-HSSRRRVS 3) 
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The remainder of the GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL ON-STREET PARKING ORDER 
2017 (VARIOUS ROADS, BOURTON ON THE WATER, COTSWOLD DISTRICT) (VARIATION) 
ORDER 2019 proposal will remain unchanged as originally advertised in November 2019. 

 
A copy of the modified draft Order, the 2017 Order, the sealed tiles to be revoked, the relevant 
amended consultation plans, together with a copy of the updated Statement of Reasons may be 
viewed at www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/tro or https://www.cotswold.gov.uk/parking-travel-and-

visitors/parking-strategy-and-parking-orders  (Please quote reference CB/68910). 
 
Queries: if you are having difficulty accessing these documents and would like a hard copy sent to 
you or if you have any queries regarding these proposals, please email 

troconsultation@gloucestershire.gov.uk or phone 07990 130177. 
 
Written responses: any objections or representations to the modifications only should be sent in 
writing to the Assistant Director of Legal Services, Shire Hall, Westgate Street, Gloucester, GL1 

2TG or by email to highwayconsult@gloucestershire.gov.uk  not later than 4th August 2020 stating 
the grounds on which it is made (please quote reference CB/68910). 
 
Any comments that you make concerning this proposal cannot be treated as confidential.  For 

further details about how we deal with your comments and personal details, please go to 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/tro  
 
Dated this 13th day of July 2020 

 

Signed:  
 
Alexis Newport, Parking Manager 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/tro
https://www.cotswold.gov.uk/parking-travel-and-visitors/parking-strategy-and-parking-orders
https://www.cotswold.gov.uk/parking-travel-and-visitors/parking-strategy-and-parking-orders
mailto:troconsultation@gloucestershire.gov.uk
mailto:highwayconsult@gloucestershire.gov.uk
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/tro
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

 

Proposed Waiting Restrictions 
Various Roads, Bourton-on-the-Water 

 
Proposals: 
It is proposed to introduce new waiting and loading restrictions on various roads within Bourton -on-the-
Water. The proposals include the following waiting restrictions: 
 

• No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow lines) 

• No Waiting 9am-6pm (single yellow lines) 
• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time (double yellow lines and double kerb blips) 

• No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm (double yellow lines and single kerb blips)  

• Relocation of parking bays (including disabled blue badge bays and limited waiting bays)  
 
Please refer to associated relevant proposal plans and schedule for full details of proposals and locations.  
 
Reasons: 
Gloucestershire County Council is proposing to introduce new waiting and loading rest rictions on sections 
of various roads within Bourton-on-the-Water. The restrictions have been requested by Bourton-on-the-
Water Parish Council to address parking issues raised by local residents and businesses. County Council 
officers have been working closely with the Parish Council to come up with the best proposals for the 
village, with the overall aims of the proposals being to improve safety for vehicles and pedestrians and 
maintain traffic flow. Some of these restrictions will replace current seasonal waiting restrictions, which are 
no longer suitable due to parking now causing issues throughout the year at some locations, rather than 
just in the summer season. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time  (double yellow lines) aim to address the issues that parked 
vehicles can cause at all times as follows: 
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues around junctions and accesses.  
• Obstructions to traffic flow along roads. 

• Obstructions to pedestrian crossing points. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting 9am-6pm (single yellow lines) aim to address the issues that parked 
vehicles can cause during the period of the day when traffic volumes are higher as follows:  
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues on sections of road. 
 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time  (double yellow lines and double 
kerb blips) aim to address the issues that vehicles carrying out loading/unloading activities can cause at all 
times as follows: 
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues around junctions and accesses. 

• Obstructions to traffic flow along roads. 
• Obstructions to pedestrian crossing points. 

 
The proposals for No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm (double yellow lines and single 
kerb blips) aim to address the issues that vehicles carrying out loading/unloading activities can cause 
during the period of the day when traffic volumes are higher as follows:  
 

• Visibility, obstruction and manoeuvrability issues on sections of roads. 
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The proposals for the relocation of Disabled Badge Holder and Limited Waiting parking is to provide 
dedicated disabled badge holder parking in more locations and around amenities such as the public toilets 
and post office.  
 
Modification 
 
The proposed waiting restriction TRO was advertised in November 2019.  Following feedback received 
from some residents and the Parish Council, the County Council have decided to modify the original 
proposal to address some issues raised. The following modifications are deemed appropriate and 
consultation will take place with those likely to be affected by these modifications.  The remainder of the 
original proposal will remain the same as previously advertised. 
 

• Lansdowne: No Waiting 9am – 6pm to replace a section of un-restricted parking outside 
Greenstede and Leadenwell House. To improve visibility for exiting driveways (drawing 
number BOTW-LGLC 3) 

• Clapton Row – South of river: Un-restricted parking to a replace section of No Waiting At 

Any Time outside The Meeting Room. To enable parking in property parking area (drawing 
number BOTW-CR 2) 

• Clapton Row – North of river: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-restricted parking 
on West side of road. To prevent obstruction of Ford and pedestrian crossing points along the road 
(drawing number BOTW-RRFB 3) 

• Nethercote Drive: No Waiting At Any Time to replace a section of un-restricted parking in turning 
head. To prevent obstruction of driveways, hydrant and turning area (drawing number BOTW-
RRNRH 3) 

• Sherborne Street – Northern end: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace 
sections of solely No Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just South of the Bridge. To prevent 
vehicles from obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the 
junction (drawing number BOTW-HSSS 3) 

• Sherborne Street – Southern end: Un-restricted parking to replace a section of No Waiting At Any 
Time. To allow some additional parking, which would also act to calm traffic (drawing number 
BOTW-SSN 3) 

• High Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of solely No 
Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Sherborne Street. To prevent vehicles from obstructing 
pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the junction (drawing number BOTW-
HSSS 3) 

• Victoria Street: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace sections of solely No 
Waiting At Any Time from High Street to just Southwest of the bridge. To prevent vehicles from 
obstructing the road and pedestrian crossing points and causing visibility issues at the junction 
(drawing number BOTW-HSSRRRVS 3) 

• Meadow Way: Un-restricted parking to replace sections of No Waiting At Any Time on the North / 
East side of the road and No Waiting At Any Time to replace sections of Un-restricted parking on 
the South / West side of the road. To improve visibility at junctions, to prevent obstructions opposite 
junctions and to reduce noise pollution from large vehicles parked overnight outside residential 
properties (drawing number BOTW-ISS 4 & MWBW 3) 

• Rissington Road: No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time to replace a section of No 
Waiting At Any Time around its junction with Station Road and High Street. To prevent obstructions 
to visibility and movements for vehicles and pedestrians (drawing number BOTW-HSSRRRVS 3) 

 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
The proposals for these roads in Bourton-on-the-Water come under the following sections of the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 for making a Traffic Regulation Order: 
 

- Section 1 (a) For avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other road or for 
preventing the likelihood of any such danger arising. 
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- Section 1 (c) For facilitating the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic 
(including pedestrians). 

- Section 1 (f) for preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the road runs.  
 
Thorough consideration was given to the factors set out in Section 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984 in proposing this Traffic Order. 
 
Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 
All of the associated signing will be in accordance with the Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions 2016. 
 
Equality Act 2010 
Thorough consideration was given to the equalities duty of the County Council under Section 14 9 of the 
Equality Act 2010. 
 
Statutory Consultation 
Consultation was carried out on the original proposals with statutory consultees, with no objections 
received from The Police, Emergency Services, Freight Transport Association, Road Haulage Association 
or the local County Councillor. 
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL  
ON-STREET PARKING ORDER 2017  

(VARIOUS ROADS, BOURTON ON THE WATER, COTSWOLD DISTRICT)  

(VARIATION) ORDER 2020 
 
Gloucestershire County Council in exercise of its powers under sections 1, 2, 4, 32, 35, 53 and 

Part IV of Schedule 9 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 (the 1984 Act) and the Traffic 

Management Act 2004 (the 2004 Act) and of all other enabling powers, and after consultation with 

the Chief Officer of Police in accordance with Part III of Schedule 9 to the 1984 Act, hereby makes 

the following Order. 

 

1. The Gloucestershire County Council On-Street Parking Order 2017 (“the 2017 Order”) shall 

be amended by the revocation of the existing sealed plans specified in the First Schedule to 

this Order and which are hereby replaced with the new sealed plans specified in the 

Second Schedule to this Order.  

 

2. The effect of this Order is to introduce/revoke the restrictions set out in the Third Schedule 

to this Order. 

 

FIRST SCHEDULE 

Sealed Plans to be revoked 

Plan Number (and Revision number if 

applicable) 

Effective Date  

DY101 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DY102 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DY104 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DZ99 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DZ100 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DZ101 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DZ102 Rev 2 28/5/18 

DZ103 Rev 1 15/1/18 

DZ104 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EA101 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EA102 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EA103 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EA104 Rev 1 15/1/18 
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EA105 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EA106 Rev 1 15/1/18 

EB106 Rev 1 15/1/18 

 

SECOND SCHEDULE 

Sealed Plans to be inserted 

Plan Number (and Revision number if 

applicable) 

Effective Date 

*TO BE INSERTED IF ORDER IS CONFIRMED*  

 

THIRD SCHEDULE 

Restrictions to be introduced/revoked 

Waiting Restrictions to be introduced 
 
No Waiting At Any Time 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

Sherborne Street 400647 On sections of its length 

Springfield 405510 On sections of its length 

Clapton Row 400651 On sections of its length 

Victoria Street 400650 On sections of its length 

Lansdowne C140 On sections of its length 
Green Lake Close 405642 On sections of its length 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

Rectory Lane 400761 On sections of its length 

Moore Road 400522 On sections of its length 

Station Road C140 On sections of its length 

Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 

Roman Way 405532 On sections of its length 

Roman Way / Moors Lane 405532 / 
703427 

On sections of its length 

Bridge House Road / The 
Avenue 

400830 On sections of its length 

Park Farm 405576 On sections of its length 

Springvale / Melville Estate 400566 On sections of its length 

Meadow Way 405541 On sections of its length 
King Meadow 405634 On sections of its length 

Bourton Industrial Park 

(Meadow Way / Bourton 
Link) 

405624 / 

403244 

On sections of its length 

Beddome Way 405648 On sections of its length 

Kingfisher Road 703563 On sections of its length 
Barnsley Way 407439 On sections of its length 

Marshmouth Lane 400652 On sections of its length 

Nethercote Drive 405528 On sections of its length 
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Rye Close 407020 On sections of its length 
Hilcote Drive 405503 On sections of its length 

Gorse Close 405531 On sections of its length 

Gorse Meadow 405504 On sections of its length 

Dikler Close 405554 On sections of its length 

Rye Crescent 405569 On sections of its length 

 
No Waiting 9am-6pm 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

Letch Hill Drive 405509 On sections of its length 

Lansdowne C140 On sections of its length 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 
Station Road C140 On sections of its length 

Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 

 
No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

High Street C140 On sections of its length from around its 
junction with Sherborne Street to its junction 

with Rissington Road 

Station Road C140 On sections of its length around its junction 
with High Street and Rissington Road 

Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length around its junction 
with High Street and Station Road 

Sherborne Street 400647 On sections of its length between its 
junctions with High Street and just South of 
the bridge 

Victoria Street 400648 On sections of its length between its 
junctions with High Street and just 

southwest of the bridge 

 
No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading 11am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

High Street C140 On sections of its length between its junctions 
with Sherborne Street and Rissington Road 

 
 
Limited Waiting 90 Mins No Return 2 Hrs 9am-6pm 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

Victoria Street 400650 On a section of its length 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 
Disabled Badge Holders Only 3 Hours No Return 3 Hours 

Road Name Road Number Extent 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 
 
Waiting Restrictions to be revoked 
 

No Waiting At Any Time 
Road Name Road Number Location 
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High Street C140 On sections of its length 
Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 

Station Road C140 On sections of its length 

Sherborne Street 400647 On sections of its length between its junctions 
with High Street and Bow Lane 

Victoria Street 400648 On sections of its length between its junctions 

with High Street and its north spur 
 

No Waiting 11am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 
Letch Hill Drive 405509 On sections of its length 

Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 

 
No Waiting 9am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 

Station Road C140 On sections of its length 

Moore Road 400522 On sections of its length 

 
No Waiting 11am – 5pm 1st April – 30th September 

Road Name Road Number Location 

Clapton Row 405510 On sections of its length 

Lansdowne C140 On sections of its length 

Sherborne Street 400647 On sections of its length 

Springfield 405510 On sections of its length 
Rissington Road C140 On sections of its length 

Gorse Close 405531 On sections of its length 

Gorse Meadow 405504 On sections of its length 

Dikler Close 405554 On sections of its length 

Rye Close 407020 On sections of its length 

Nethercote Drive 405528 On sections of its length 

 
 
No Waiting At Any Time / No Loading At Any Time 

Road Name Road Number Location 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 
No Waiting 11am – 5pm / No Loading 11am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 
Limited Waiting 90 mins No Return 2 hours 11am – 5pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 

High Street C140 On sections of its length 

 
Limited Waiting 4 hours No Return 4 hours 8am – 11pm 

Road Name Road Number Location 

Victoria Street 400650 On sections of its length 
 

Disabled Badge Holders Only Max Stay 3 hours 

Road Name Road Number Location 
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High Street C140 On sections of its length 
 

 
3. The remainder of the 2017 Order shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

4. This Order shall come into effect on the            day of                      2020 and may be cited as 

“The Gloucestershire County Council on-Street Parking Order 2017 (Various Roads, Bourton 

on the Water, Cotswold District) (Variation) Order 2020 

 

Given under the Common Seal of Gloucestershire County Council 

 

 the                                                       day of                             2020 

 

THE COMMON SEAL of 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

was hereunto affixed 

in the presence of: 

 

for Assistant Director of Legal Services 
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Due Regard for Permanent/Experimental TROs 
 
The Council has a duty to give ‘due regard to’ the following three aims of the public sector equality 

duty (section 149 of the Equality Act 2010) during the development of the ‘policy’.1  
 

• Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and any other conduct prohibited by 
the ACT: 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and 
people who do not share it; and 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic  

An initial assessment against each of the protected groups is provided below – any issues 
highlighted through the consultation process will be considered and reported at the end of the 

consultation period. 
 

Scheme name Various Roads, Bourton-on-the-Water Waiting 
Restrictions 

 

Protected group 

 

Challenge or opportunity considered and what we 

did 

Age(A) 
 

 

The proposed no waiting and no waiting/no loading 
restrictions are primarily to address road safety and highway 
and access obstruction issues. 
 
The primary school raised concerns regarding a loss of 
parking for parents and staff on Lansdowne and Moore Road, 
and for school buses on Moore Road. Also a concern about 
vehicle speeds with less traffic calming from parked vehicles.  
 
Parents would still be able to park on the single yellow lines 
up until 9am to drop off children in the morning. 
Loading/unloading is permitted on single and double yellow 
lines at all times, unless a loading restriction is also in place. 
This would mean that cars and buses can still stop on them to 
collect / drop off children if stopped in a safe and suitable 
location. They would however not be able to leave their car 
unattended. 
 
As much parking has been retained as has been deemed safe 
and suitable, with some new all year un-restricted parking 
sections included in the proposals on Lansdowne.  
 
The school has been offered discussions around introducing a 
school safety zone to address their vehicle speed concerns. 
 
As mentioned above, buses and coaches can collect and drop 
off on double and single yellow lines. 
 
There will still be plenty of un-restricted parking available in 
the village for staff to park. Some of this parking may be a 
slightly longer walk than staff currently have in the winter, but 
no longer than they currently have to walk during the summer 

                                              
1 For ‘policy’: any new and existing policy, strategy, services, functions, work programme, project, practice and activity. 
This includes decisions about budgets, procurement, commissioning or de-commissioning services, service design 
and implementation. 
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months. As mentioned, parking is only being proposed to be 
removed where it has been deemed to be causing an 
obstruction or road safety issue. 

Disability (D) 
 
 

The proposed no waiting and no waiting/no loading 
restrictions are primarily to address road safety and highway 
and access obstruction issues. 
 
Some disabled badge holder parking has been re-located on 
the High Street, without a loss of spaces, to provide dedicated 
disabled badge holder parking in more locations and around 
amenities such as the public toilets and post office. 

Sex (S) No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Race (including Gypsy & 
Traveller)(R)) 

No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Gender reassignment(GR) No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Marriage & civil partnership 
(MCP) 

No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Pregnancy & maternity 
(PM) 
 

 

No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Religion and/or Belief 
(RAOB) 

 
 

No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

Sexual Orientation(SO) No positive or negative impact has been identified on this 
group at this time 

 

Name: Richard Cornwell    Signed: R Cornwell       Date: 01/07/20 

 
Scheme officer  
Gloucestershire County Council 

Name: Hannah Bassett-Louis  Signed: Date: 09.07.20 
      

Traffic Regulation Order Manager  
Gloucestershire County Council 
Monitoring and Review 
 

Please identify any aspects that require reconsideration following the TRO process, identify any 
amendments made in relation to due regard and give reasoning. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

N/A at this stage of the TRO process. 
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Name: ……………………………………………    Dated: ………………………… 

 
 
Signed: …………………………………………  
 

Scheme officer  
Gloucestershire County Council 
 
 

Name: ……………………………………………    Dated: ………………………… 
 
 
Signed: ………………………………………….       

 
Traffic Regulation Order Manager  
Gloucestershire County Council 
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Appendix H: Final proposal plans 
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Appendix H: Record of discussions with Bourton-on-the-Water Parish Council 
 

Date Discussion 

2018  

20-09 PC contacts GCC with initial requests 

24-09 Meeting to discuss requests between PC and GCC 

Oct GCC developed initial proposals 
16-11 Seasonal restriction to all year around changes are checked by PC and GCC 

Dec GCC produce proposal plan drawings 

2019  

31-01 Meeting between PC and GCC to discuss proposals and make amendments 

18-03 to 14-04 Public exhibitions and informal consultation period 

04 to 26-07 Statutory consultation period (inc. with PC) 

09-09 GCC updates PC with further addition to proposals 

07 to 29-11 Formal advertising period 
2020  

19-01 GCC updates PC following completion of formal advertising 

20-02 Meeting between PC and GCC to discuss proposals and modifications 

21-02 PC confirms agreement with modifications and requests additional amendments 
subject to assessment 

11-03 GCC provides updated proposals following further assessment 

18-03 PC supports updated proposals and requests additional proposal 

20-03 PC supports updated proposals 

24-03 GCC informs PC of hold on modification consultation due to Covid-19 
restrictions. PC responds understanding. 

10-07 GCC updates PC with details of modification advertising commencement 

27-07 to 07-08 Modification formal advertising period 

12-08 GCC informs PC of intention to abandon one proposal from the modification 
order. PC responds acknowledging. 

 


